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Sneak Preview: The Theater Department
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Smash and Antigone take the Mainstage
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By EUlABETIt GREENMAN
Construction Projects Continue to Update Campus'
AssOClATE NEWS EDITOR
While students spend their summer vacations loung-
ing by the pool, the men and Women of Physical Plant
go to work completing various maintenance and con-
struction projects. The summer of 2004 was no excep-
tion.
The major construction project this summer, which
started in May before students left campus, was the
replacement of the Athletic Center roof. The old roof
had an original life expectancy of five years, yet had
been untouched for 'over twenty. As students who fre-
quented the AC in the past can 'verify, after any rainfall
there would be a serious puddle issue because of the
roof's leaking tendencies.
Jim Norton, Director of Physical Plant Services,
attested that the school "definitely got their money's
worth out of the old roof."
The newly installed $500,000 dollar roof is Poly
Vinal Chloride material and has a twenty-year warranty.
The areas of the roof that were replaced cover the coach-
es' offices, the field house, the multipurpose courts, the
squash courts and the wooden courts. Both the
Natatorium and Dayton Arena were recently replaced so
they were not included in the resurfacing.
The substantial expenditure for this renovation used
up the majority of the funds allocated to summer con-
struction, which usually ranges between a million and
half to two.million dollars in total. The AC also received
another minor upgrade; the main ice-making pipe for
Dayton Arena was replaced at a cost of $60,000.
The other most obvious change on campus this year
is the new freshmen housing. Smith, Burdick, and
Harkness' cornmon rooms, as well as Freeman's small
dining hall and JA's bike room, were converted into
quadruple dorm rooms. Knowlton's common rooms
were transformed into two triples. A second common
area in Harkness was converted to a double.
All these conversions together cost approximately
dump. With the new truck's compactor, the transit time'
is drastically reduced to only two or three trips weekly.
The new recital hall in the basement of Cummingsis
near completion and should be finished by the end ~f the
month. The hall, funded. by a private donation of
$500,000 from the estate of alum Liz Fortune '40, will
augment the performance space of Evans Hall because it
seats seventy-two and is intended primarily for smaller
scale performances.
An acoustician was hired to ensure that the hall has
proper sound dynamics, which is being accomplished
with special wall treatment. Additionally, a new sound
booth and recording station, mainly intended for record-
ing live performances, are being installed adjacent to the
recital hall.
A major improvement in the campus's infrastructure
was the installation of a Category 6 state-of-the-art cable
to all dormitories and academic buildings. This high-
grade cable has already increased internet speed and
connectivity, as well as making splicing and routing
much easier. The $400,000 cable upgrade also includes
wireless connectivity to every common room.
Additionally, Information Services (IS) replaced the
thirty-year old high-voltage electric cable that powers
Cummings, Fanning, Paliner and Bill Hall at a cost of
$105,000. IS annually upgrades portions of the wiring
that supports the campus and feeds building transform-
ers; this specific stretch carries 13,000 volts of electrici-
ty.
Two classrooms, Blaustein 211 and Fanning 302,
were designated by the Classroom Improvement
Corrun.ittee for significant overhauls this summer. The
renovations, done by in-house building mechanical
trades' staff, are nearly complete. Within each renova-
tion are three equal costs: the first being technological
and media upgrades. The new classrooms have projec- .
tors, screens, computer cabinets, and each seat is outfit-
ted with a 110 volt plug and wireless internet connection
to better suit today's students.
frogress is being made in the construction of a new recital hallfor the Cu,mmingsArts Center to be completed by October. (S%d)
$70,000, the majority of which went towards $50,000
dollars worth of brand new furniture. The average ca~-
pus room is outfitted with a thousand dollars worth of
furniture (a bed, desk, and dresser) and the freshman
common rooms needed wardrobes as well, which each
cost $500. Cabling connections and small details such as
locks on doorJ.1lnd window shad~onstituted the ~st of
Fainstein Discusses
Strategic Plan in State
of the College Address
Bv MAUREEN DURKIN
STAFF WRITER
This past Friday, College President Norman Fainstein gave his annual
State of the College Address in Evans Hall. In his address, the President
highlighted Connecticut College's recent improvements and achievements,
as well as upcoming plans aimed at making Conn a better place. Throughout
his address, Fainstein stressed that the College is in a very strong place this
year both academically and financially.
From an admissions standpoint, the Class 0(2008 is one of the strongest
in recent years. The class had a thirty-four percent acceptance rate, and an
average SAT score of 1340, the highest io the college's history. President
Fainstein reported that the final numbers for the past fiscal year are coming
in, and the college has a balanced budget, and is expected to have a surplus.
The College's financial outlook is good, thanks in part to loyal support from
Conn's 22,000 alumni. Forty-three percent of alums contributed to the annu-
al fund this past year, and the College hopes to continue to improve these
numbers. President Fainstein also talked about the many physical improve-
ments that were made to campus over the sununer. Many classrooms were
remodeled, a new recital hall will be opening soon, a new roof was put on
the field house at the Athletic Center, and 100 megabytes of bandwidth are
now available per student in the dorms.
A Taskforce comprised of faculty and staff also convened over the sum-
mer to develop a proposal for a Center for the Study of Race and Ethnicity.
President Fainstein said that this center is, "An idea I very strongly endorse,
and will see happen on campus in the next year." A "reinvigorated tradition
of shared democratic government" was also cited as a recent improvement at
Conn, as was the highly successful role of students in government. President
Fainstein stated that the College's efforts are now focused on becoming a
future leader among liberal arts colleges.
The main way in which Connecticut College plans to achieve this goal is
through its Strategic Plan. President Fainstein outlined the three main com-
ponents of this plan in his address. The first element, the educational ele-
ment, focuses on "Putting the Liberal Arts Into Action." Conn plans on
doing this by emphasizing the fact that learning and experience are not oppo-
sites. but are intertwined and connected to each other. According to the
Strategic Plan, maintaining a strong connection between learning in the
classroom and experience outside of the classroom will help to build a strong
community. Extending learning outside of the classroom also helps the col-
lege to ensure that students have clear pathways and choices once they leave
Conn. According to the Strategic Plan, by putting the liberal arts into action,
students will leave college with a set of clear choices, and will be better pre-
pared for life after college.
The second element of the Strategic Plan outlined in the President's
address was the need to continue to develop a democratic and pluralistic
community. President Fainstein said he hopes that this aspect of the plan
will further enhance the college as on, that respects differences and fosters
the intellectual engagement of all viewpoints on different issues. He also
touched on the bias incident that recently occurred, in which a homophobic
remark was made, but he stressed that the actions of some people will not
~ ~ $ continued on page 6
the cost of the conversions.
Physical Plant purchased a new $80,000 trash truck
over the summer to replace the old one, which had been
out of service since last November. When the previous
trash truck broke down, a regular dump truck had to
make more than ten trips to bring the 2,500 pounds of
ltaslLprodulOe.<!,dail)Cby.the campus-to the Ne.w.London =<,---~~~~~~----~-:---:---~--;;
continued on page 6
Computer Glitch Slows Down Snack Shop Business
By TRAcY O'NEn.L
STAFF WRITER
Connecticut College students
salivate over the popcorn chicken,
pizza, and French fries at the Oasis
Snack Shop located in the College
Center 'at Crozier Williams.
Recently however, many have left
Oasis with empty stomachs as they
discovered that they needed to pay
with cash because of recent prob-
lems with the shop's computers.
Every semester Dining Services
gives students $50 on their ill cards
to spend towards any item at the
snack shop, but these technical diffi-
culties have prevented students vorn
being able to use this money as pay-
ment. This inconveniences students
without cash readily available, like
Kevin Spires, who said, "I don't go
there because I don't have the
money. I find this the easiest thing to
do."
Normally, Spires goes to Oasis
once per week to eat; Oasis is now
losing business due to fau.lty com-
puter systems.
Greg Hopkins, Head of Dining
Services on campus, expressed sim-
ilar frustrations for the Dining
ServicesStaff. The defective server
part that reads the Connecticut
College student ID cards has retard-
ed the pace with which staff mem-
bers can assist customers. The nor-
mally streamlined checkout process
has become arduous, not to mention
the· length of time now needed to
rule out the possibility of defective
computer lines.
An apologetic Hopkins sees
hope for the near future, though. He
noted that the replacement parts
should have arrived by this past
Thursday, September 16.
While these prospects may
hearten many hungry students, they
also acknowledge their disappoint-
ment that the server was not reme-
died earlier. Danny Ehrlich, a junior
at Connecticut College, complains
that the Oasis Snack Shop had "a
whole summer [ ... J twelve weeks to
take care of problems."
TheOasis Snack Sbop bas been hassled lJ)I computer complications in recent weeks. (Sotod)
Furthermore, he mentions that many
students with nighttime classes or
busy schedules cannot eat at Harris,
which closes before 8 pm on most
evenings. Generally, they would
instead go to Oasis, but lately have
been forced to go hungry when short
of cash.
Until 'the technology issues in
Oasis are resolved, the only options
. for students to eat without paying
cash are at the dining halls in Harris,
Freeinan, Jane Adda~s, and Smith.
STAFF WRITER
College Plans to Implement New One-Card System by January
By JIAN PAOLUCCI
By the time students arrive on campus for the
start of the spring semester, a new ill system that
has been in the works for approximately three
years should finally be up and running. This new
system will provide 'enduring benefits that will
affect the student body in a significant fashion.
Connecticut College has collaborated with
both Mac-Gray, the College's provider of
washers and dryers, and NuVision Networks
(NVN), the present supplier of
our College's ill system, and has successfully
devised a one card system that will allow students
to checkout books at both Shain and Greer
Libraries, be admitted into Harris (with access to
other meal plans), and to use the laundry services
through a single ID card.
Greg Hopkins, the Director of Auxiliary and
Dining Services worked this summer, along with
staff members in Dining Services, Information
Services, and Physical Plant to develop and pre-
pare this new service. When asked about this ill
system, he .stated that he was very excited about
the upgrade in technology. •
"The~tudents will have a more durable card
and will have the capability to add services we
never dreamed of doing under the old card sys-
tern", Hopkins stated.
The upgrade, the first notable change our ID
cards have undergone in over a decade, 'has many
other features besides access to more services.
New technology will enable students the ability to
instantaneously report lost cards and re-order new
cards online. Students will also be able to invali-
date their card if it happens to become misplaced
or stolen, ensuring that deposited money would
still remain on their account. Furthermore, the
one card system will also allow students the abil-
ity to configure their ill cards through a "Campus
Center" module, which will enable students to
vote online for student elections.
The new system will be set up in such a fash-
ion that students will have the ability to access
their college accounting system. Thus, semester
fees such as parking tickets could be paid through
their card.
Students will no longer have to search ~anti-
cally around their dorms in search of that last
quarter with the addition of a "smart chip" on
their ID. This digital component will allow stu-
dents to use their card for doing laundry by
~ding money to it at locations that vill be
installed in both Crozier Williams and the lobby
of Harris.
New May tag washers and dryers updated with
this new technology are scheduled to be
delivered between September 21 and 23 and
installed within a short period of time. Jeff
Bewlay, Physical Plant's Manager of Custodial
Services, commented that his staff plans on dis-
tributing the new ID cards just prior to the deliv-
ery of the new washers and dryers so students will
be able to use them once the machines are"
installed.
Until the College implements the full system,
which is scheduled for early January, students
will still have the option of using their current
cards at Harris and other dining services loca-
tions, as well as at Shain and Greer libraries until
the full system is implemented.
Students' ID pictures on the new cards will be
digitized, along with the Connecticut College
logo and library bar code. It is likely that there
will be some frustrations due to potential glitches
at first, but Greg Hopkins and other staff members
asserted their confidence that this system will be
. beneficial to all and widely welcomed on campus.
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Too many quick fixes for 'this old house'
Connecticut College has recently announced its plan to unveil a new one-card system. The intent behind the
-rnove is to make the concept of a student illmore practicable, giving students access to additional services beyond
-the dining halls and libraries. The "iAMECS Advanced One Card System", developed by NuVision Networks
CNVN), will allow students to put funds on their card so that they can use it to do laundry and pay College bills.
Many other liberal arts colleges and universities have had this system for years with even more features than the
"program Conn is proposing. Dorm entry and the option of purchasing College items such as books seem natural to
"other colleges by now, but is not even in the blueprint for Conn's current system.
-" This project is indeed a positive step towards "modernizing" the College - in other words getting it up to par
technologically with our peer institutions, but is only a temporary solution to a broader goal. Clearly, the College
hopes to have a one-card system some day that will have all the features that our peer institutions have.
It seems that the College's approach to implementing a one-card system is representative of a growing pattern.
"~ince funds are currently very limited, the College has taken the approach of increasingly discovering ways to find
'interim solutions to problems until the budget allows for a more desirable approach. In fact, the Strategic Planning
I Steering Committee has taken on a new attitude towards improving the College's infrastructure - a "commitment to
deferred maintenance and the modernization of existing buildings."
~. If this philosophy continues, the College may become a home to quick fixes and in tum ultimately damage its
-Image. Owners of an antique Colonial home that is in need of substantial repairs are faced with a choice: fixing them
1by simply finding replacement parts at a commercial hardware chain store, such as Home Depot, or finding compa-
rable parts at a renowned restoration company. If the owners resort to the former, not only are the value and authen-
ticity of the house damaged, but so is its character.
In addition to the mostrecent announcement of the one-card system, the new freshmen "rooms" and the annual
Jdorm upgrades, such as renovated bathrooms, exemplify the College's diversion from its original character. Though
«these solutions are not all inexpensive and require the work of the College's dedicated staff, they nonetheless show
-that the College spends more time remedying problems than finding realistic ways to make the College a more ade-
quate and pleasing place to live for the entire campus community. '
'""I Aside from losing sight of the College's image, these "quick fixes" can be impractical investments as well. The
renovation of a New London Hall classroom was one of the many projects the College underwent over the summer.
-At the same time, however, the College discussed plans last year to actually destroy this building or completely gut
and renovate it. Because these plans are not in the near future, the College has settled on sinking several thousand
Qollars into the building before that money becomes inconsequential when action is indeed taken.
~ The entire administration and College staff should be complemented for their unquestionable efforts to improve
, Conn's campus and services. At the same time, the campus community can only hope that the College does not lose
. sight of its goal to preserve its image as a beautiful, competitive, and desirable institution for students several gen-
erations down the road.
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send to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu
POLICIES
LETfERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the Editor are due by 5:00 p.m. on
the Wednesday preceding publication. The
College Voice reserves the right to edit letters
for clarity and length. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published.
However names may b e withheld upon the
author's request. The College Voice will not
publish letters deemed to be a personal
attack on an individual. The College Voice
cannot guarantee the publication of any sub-
mission. Letters should be single-spaced, no
longer than 500 words, and must include a
phone number for verification.' Please send
all letters as a Microsoft Word attachment to:
ccvoice@conncoll.edu.
ADVERTISEMENTS
< The College Voice is an open forum. The opin-
ions expressed by individual advertisers are
'. their own. In no way does The College Voice
"endorse the views expressed by individual
.advertisers. The College Voice will not accept
ads it deems to be libelous, an incitement to
violence, or personally damaging. Ad rates are
available on request by calling (860) 439-2813;
please refer all ad inquiries to the Business
, Manager, Sarah Mercurio. The College Voice
• reserves the right to accept or reject any ad:
The Editors-in-Chief shall have final content
, approval. The final deadline for advertising is
, 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday preceding publi-
cation.
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The Left responds to Iyengar's
"Out In Right Field"
fact many analysts are saying that we actually increased
the threat of impending terrorist action against us. Please
just take a look at the perspective of Iraqi and Afghani
civilians who have lost many more. than us. There are
hundreds of other countries in the world with tyrannioal
leaders and oppressed masses. Maybe if they had fields
of oil, we would help them too. But perhaps we
shouldn, t have brought an end to the UN as we know it
in order to do so. In the 1930,s, the 'League of Nations
wouldn,t comply with Germany and Japan. Think about
that.
Nick (and others), I have no doubt that you are
thoughtful, well-meaning people. This college wouldn,t
have accepted you if you weren, t. So please take a
minute to look beyond the propaganda that your presi-
dent and media such as Fox News and MSNBC release.
I was greatly saddened after reading Nick Iyengar's
opinion piece "Look How Far We've .Come" in The
College Voice this past week. It seems ludicrous to me
that thoughtful, educated people such as those at
Connecticut College still insist on hiding behind a wall
of denial. Though he briefly mentioned the I ,000 men
and women who have already lost their lives (over 800
of which have died after President Bush declared"mis-
sion accomplished"), Nick completely ignored the min-
imum estimate of 11,793 Iraqi civilian deaths since the
war has begun. He also glossed over the failure of the
Bush administration to do what it intended to do by
invading Iraq: find weapons of mass destruction (or
should I say distraction) and cut down on the terrorist
threat. Neither of these has been accomplished, and in Emily Kanter'O? .J
•
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THE STUPID ARE GOVERNED BY FOOLS
The biggest threat to the United
States and the freedom of its citizens
IS n~t terrorism, but stupid people,
stupid government, and a stupid cul-
ture. A friend forwarded me an arti-
cle about a company called Navistar
which has apparently produced ~
• new family vehicle based on the
; chassis of, get this, their cement-
mixing truck. For comparison, the
Ford Excursion, which once was the
absolute low-point in automotive
design, was based on the platform of
the F-250 pickup truck. Navistar's
new family car will give drivers sev-
• eral heads-up on traffic with its 9-
: foot height, and plenty of room for
• our fat-ass kids, as it is 4 and half
feet longer than the already gargan-
tuan H2 Hummer and it weighs 7
tons. In the company spokesmen's
• d ,,'"• own war s, we can see it as a vehi-
: de for business people who want to
: make distinct impression. For per-
~ sonal use, it's for people who want
- to make a statement."•
f We have a stupid culture.
I Science is more cutting edge than
• ever and it is telling us some amaz-
ing things, but in general, culturally,
we have incredibly selective hearing.
- Global Warming, also called Global
Climate Change, is a proven reality
and there's a virtual scientific con-
sensus that the phenomenon has
been actively accelerating due to
~human activities. We know this, and
f yet with every pronouncement, peo-
-ple purchase heavier and heavier
vehicles, and commute further and
I, further to work, even as the price of
.-gas sits comfortably at $1.93/ gallon.
·1_ If not for our obsessive con-
sumption and careless lifestyles, our
government wouldn't need to regu-
.late the hen out of us. The EPA
"shouldn't need to exist. The Clean
Air and Clean Water Acts should
·-never have needed to be implement-
ed, because it should have been quite
obvious that polluting our air and
water is bad for cur personal and
collective health. Sure, science has-
n't always been this advanced, but
folk-knowledge suggests that dump-
ing rat-poison into a glass of water is
going to make you sick! Anyways,
by the 1960's we were choking and
poisoning ourselves on the excre-
ment of our life-styles and economy,
so notch one for stupidity.
". The same government that regu-
lates our economic behavior, and
prevents us from rendering our envi-
ronment uninhabitable "Love
Canal"-style, does a superb job of
doing that toxic work for us. The
'United States military and associat-
ed private defense industries are pos-
sibly the biggest 'polluters in the
country, having caused untold num-
bers of civilian deaths even during
peacetime due to untreated chemical
and radioactive wastes contaminat-
ing drinking water sources, The
Bureau of Land Management man-
ages the land efficiently by selling
off our national heritage to loggers,
miners, and oil drillers at discount
prices. This puts us in an uncom-
fortable position, because we can't
trust the government to protect our
lives and environment, and we can't
trust the governed, us, to make
responsible decisions to protect our-
selves.
This brings up the primary topic
I intended to discuss in this column,
a matter of the assault weapons ban
having expired. Our national consti-
tution includes an incredibly well
conceptualized and well-written
document called the Bill of Rights.
This Bill of Rights contains ten
clauses that were specifically
authored to protect the rights of the
governed from their government.
While lawyers and judges and all
manners of pundits and analysts and
activists have created untold differ-
ent interpretations of these rights,
they are rather simply written, and
should be very easy to understand.
This is the text of the Second
Amendment of the United States
Constitution:
"A well regulated militia, being
necessary to the security of a free
state, the right of the people to keep
and bear arms, shall not be
infringed,"
Important to note is that the sec-
ond half of the amendment, starting
as, "the right of the people ... ", is the
part of the amendment defining the
actual legal right, while the first half
is important descriptive commen-
tary. Thus, militias armed with
assault weapons may not play an
important role in the future of the
United States, but that is not the
point. Rather, if you are deemed a
responsible and mature member of
society, it is your right to be able to
bear arms such that could arm a
functional militia, regardless of your
intent. And there could be absolutely
no modern and functional militia in
the world today that lacks assault
weapons.
This is where narrow-minded
special interest organizations such as
the NRA create dangerous miscon-
ceptions that contribute to the ero-
sion of our civilian rights. No rea-
sonable individual is going to
believe for a second that you need an
M-16 to hunt deer, or rocket launch-
ers to keep away robbers and rapists,
and yet the NRA and the venerable
.Charlton Heston essentially make
these arguments with a straight face.
So of course a million marching
moms are going to jump all over that
baffling bull, and then even the NRA
lobbying power can't cover such stu-
pid gaffe's, so naturally the assault
weapons were banned. We stand at
a unique position now where the fate
of such legislation is, possibly, as-
yet undecided.
This poses the question, do we
trust ourselves, or do we trust the
government? Ifyou are a cynic, and
.don'r particularly trust either one,
then the task is rather a difficult one
of deciding who to trust, more or
less, depending on your ouIlook. If
society can be trusted less than the
government, then it is rational to set
all personal liberties aside and
embrace the government, allowing
our legislators to use their best judg-
ment when deciding to ban heavy
firearms. Following this reasoning,
it is very sensible for the government
to ban the SUV from sale to the pub-
lic, without some sort of demonstra-
ble need for the vehicle, If on the
other hand society is more trust-wor-
thy than the government, then allow-
ing any guaranteed right to be disre-
garded is both irrational and danger-
ous. These are not easy questions,
but they must be asked, as they color
the direction we choose to take as. a
society with regards to compromis-
ing freedom with regulations.
The story of a society of stupid
people governed by fools is not
going to have a happy ending. I
would like to think that we are not so
stupid, and that we can rein in our
hedonistic and selfish consumptive
impulses and work together to co-
exist peacefully on this earth, free of
governmental regulations that
impede our rights and freedoms. If
we cannot do so, and cannot be
trusted with weapons of war and
instruments of economy, then a
future of heavy-handed behavioral
regulations will be most necessary to
prevent us from rendering our land
and our people degraded and impov-
erished.
BACK AND REDDER THEN EVER
THE KING IS NAKED!
YONI FREEMAN" OCCUPIED TERRITORY
..... to reaffirm faith in fundamental human
rights in the dignity and worth of the human per-
son." - UN Charter Preamble
the UN as an organization which can resolve conflicts and bring peace. On
top of that they believe the UN should be strengthened and that major deci-
sions, such as if to help a desperate population, be presented to it. Many left-
ist groups march under its flag calling for a world govemment headed by it.
They always shout when a country takes an action they disapprove of, say-
ing that the UN needs to enforce the law, not independent countries. But
what you never see are marches and shouting calling for the UN to take
action in the first place, or marches condemning the UN for not taking
action. The inactivity and silence from the UN continues these past months,
on par with its silence during the Rwanda genocide, while thousands are
murdered in Darfur, Sudan. The silence is not only coming from the UN
itself, but also from promoters of the UN.
Sudan, a state listed as a sponsor of terrorism by the US State
Department, has allowed the Arab groups, known as the Janjaweed, to ter-
rorize the Darfur region, Figures of deaths have been placed between 50,000
and 100,000 dead and over a million homeless.
Basically there has been fighting between the government of Sudan and
various rebel groups in Darfur who want the starving and temble conditions
of their countrymen brought to an end, and that Sudan become tolerant of
all religions and groups, not just Arab and Muslim ones. In 2003, fighting
broke out, but the government of Sudan, in a bid to crush these rebels, allied
itself with Arab ones in the area and instead of targeting the rebels has tar-
geted those citizens of Darfur who are part of the same non-Arab ethnic
groups who have members in those rebel groups. So ~udan, along with its
pro-government Arab groups, is targeting the population centers of those
rebels, instead of the rebels themselves. The Fur, Massaalit and Zaghawa are .
the names of those groups being butchered by the govemment of Sudan and
its minions.
This is not the first time the Sudanese government has tried to cleanse its
country, For many years it has campaigned at getting the non-Arab and non-
A few days ago a story I remembered reading
during part of my childhood in Israel came back
to light. It was about a king in a far away state
who always had to have the best clothes. Instead
of attending to the affairs of the kingdom, all he
would do is think about himself, how important
he was and how he believed all should give him respect, even if he gave
nothing to benefit them in return. One day two criminals arrived in the king-
dom and heard of this king. They thought a plan to exploit this king's weak-
ness. They proclaimed they could tailor clothes for the king, clothes which
were to be the best in the world. The king immediately called them to his
court and gave them lots of money so that they would do as they say.
The tailors told the king that because their clothes were specially tai-
lored, only the wise could see them. The king agreed and the tailors began
to "work." After a while of waiting, the king wanted to know their process,
but he sent his treasurer, who he believed was smart, to check on them. The
treasurer arrived at their quarters, but he saw nothing being made, just tai-
lors looking like they were working with invisible clothes and strings. The
treasurer thought he went dumb, but still reported to the king that the clothes
looked wonderful. In order to showcase his new "clothes" the king ordered
a parade be planned. When the king marched those people on the road,
wanting the king's attention and gratitude, shouted to the king that he had
wonderful clothes. After a while, a kid popped out in the crowd and yelled
"The king is naked!" Finally, this innocent voice broke the spell cast on the
minds of the onlookers and they themselves began 10 shout it as well, until
the king quickly marched off back into his castle. The truth was finally out.
Many people around the world, including in the United States, view the
United Nations as an organization which brings hope to the world. They see
LET VIETNAM Go
continued on page 8
NICK IYENGAR"OUT IN RlGilT F1ELD
As Campaign 2004 thunders into its final 50-odd days, Americans can't
help but notice much of the campaign is being fought not over the pressing
issues of the day, but over issues which are 30 years old. One month, it's the
"Swift Boat Veterans for Truth" accusing Sen. John Kerry of lying about his
Vietnam service, betraying his comrades and generally being scum. The next
thing you know, the mainstream media, led by "objective" journalist Dan
Rather, are fighting back, looking for ways to prove President Bush was
AWOL or otherwise shirked his National Guard duties during the winter of
1972.
We should all admit that Senator Kerry dis-
played admirable bravery in serving his country as
he did during the Vietnam War, but probably isn't
scum for his actions after returning to America. We
should all admit that President Bush took the rich-
boy route, enlisting in the Texas Air National Guard
instead of getting shipped off to the steaming jun-
gles of Vietnam, but probably did not conduct him-
self dishonorably during his stint in the service.
This sounds pretty good, right? This is fair to
both sides, is it not? So why is the campaign still being fought over who did
what 30 years ago in Vietnam? Why can't we talk about the problems to be
tackled in the next four years?
The truth is that Vietnam is the central component of Senator Kerry's
campaign for the Presidency. The Senator knows he can't run on the basis of
his record over 20 years in the Senate, because it's far too liberal for even
moderates to bear. Most of the people who are reading this are going to be
Kerry supporters, and won't like to hear what I'm saying. But let's be hon-
est. How much do you really know about Kerry's record in the Senate? Not
as much as President Bush's record as President, Isuspect. Less than an hour
(I) was dedicated to Kerry's Senate career during the four day long
Democratic National Convention in July.
BUSH'S ENVIRONMENT OF HypOCRISY
I'm a dedicated Bushie, so don't take it from me. I will freely admit that
I don't have many good things to say about Senator Kerry. But maybe you'll
believe former President Bill Clinton, who, from his hospital bed, recently
told Kerry to stop talking about Vietnam.
Oh, the irony! The intern-groping, draft-dodging Clinton telling Kerry,
the war hero, to stop talking about his four months in Vietnam. That's some-
thing. ain't it?
Kerry is in a bit of a fix: the only positive thing he can say about himself
is that he is a war hero. The trouble is, Americans just don't seem to care
when it comes to elections. If Americans voted for war heroes of decades
past, President George H'W, Bush, who almost died in World War Two,
should have beaten the aforementioned draft dodger, Bill Clinton, ill 1992.
Bob Dole, who received permanent injuries in World War Two, should have
beaten Clinton in 1996. George W. Bush is well known to have taken the
rich-boy route to avoid service, and yet has been a wildly successful politi-
cian.
All is not lost, however, for Senator Kerry. My advice to him would be
to let Vietnam go, stop pretending to run a positive campaign, and attack
President Bush's record. Frankly, this should not be a Herculian task (says
the rock-ribbed Republican.) Iraq appears to be getting worse before it gets
better, America is saddled with a record deficit, and Bush is soon to be the
first President since Hoover to preside over a net loss of jobs.
These are major issues and serious charges that should resonate with
Americans, and that Kerry should hammer home if he wants to win this elec-
tion. Talking about war service alone, however, is not going to get Kerry
elected. Somehow, I don't think Kerry is going to be able to let go of the
Vietnam theme, and that heartens me. If the Senator can't reinvent his cam-
paign, President Bush just might, to use John Kerry's words, dash Conn
College students' election hopes "in a manner reminiscent of Genghis
Khan."
ZACH WEST " VlEWPOINf
Environmental issues have received only peripheral attention in this
year's election race, partially due to a lack of substantial differences between
the platforms of Bush and Kerry. Both men claim to be friends of Mother
Earth, and both promise to take care of the planet while still allowing
America to thrive. Environmental promises are tricky things; every politi-
cian wants at least to seem friendly towards the environment, even if he
couldn't care less about endangered owls, depletion
of fossil fuels, or the gradual warming of the planet.
But promises only go so far; for Bush, as incum-
bent, the record speaks louder than promises. And
his environmental record is unforgivably atrocious.
The former Texas oilman spent Earth Day this
past spring in Florida, where he gave a heart-warm-
ing speech on the importance of protecting the envi-
ronment. "Earth Day has become a great tradition in
our country," he said. "It reminds us that we can't
take the natural wonders for granted, that's what it says to me."
Sounds like compassionate conservativism in action, doesn't it? But
let's take a look at some of the "natural wonders" that Bush has officially
taken for granted during his administration.
The Kyoto Treaty would have helped reduce greenhouse gases, and
pulling out of it was Bush's first major environmental step backwards. Since
then, he has weakened protection of endangered species, severely cut fund-
ing for land and water conservation, and reduced budgets for toxic waste
cleanup. He has adamantly opposed common-sense regulations on vehicle
fuel efficiency (God Bless America, where I can exercise the inalienable
right to drive my preposterously large SUV at 8 miles a gallon to pick up my
kids after soccer practice!) And, in predictable yet nonetheless depressing
consistency with his oily background, Bush has cut research into renewable
fuels, and endorsed policies that have made Americans more dependent on
coal, gas, oil, and nuclear power. Oh, and Bush's campaign platform sup-
ports "environmentally sensitive" oil exploration in protected regions of
Alaska. Yee-ha.
Now, no one expects a Texas oilman to be an environmental crusader; W
fact, such a figure is usually the archetypal enviro-villain (see 'The
Simpsons' for a good example of this). And the caricature fits Bush dis-
turbingly well. He has conducted, as the Sierra Club pointed out, the worst
environmental policy since at least 1908 - a remarkable achievement, when
you consider that before Teddy Roosevelt there were virtually no environ-
mental regulations in existence.
How has he gotten away with it? Since Septcmberzout, the cries of the
EPA and others have been drowned amidst a sea of concerns over an abstract
war against terror and a real war against Iraq. In the rare instances that
America has been able to divert its attention from security, its gaze has
invariably fallen upon things like the economy, or even gay marriage. Bush
has been able to abuse, neglect, and despoil the environment behind a cori-
venient veil of crisis and concern over other matters.
And that's why Bush thinks he can get away with saying he cares about
the environment. Apparently, he just figures no one's been paying attention.
Upon even the most cursory examination of his record, however, it becomes
clear that his platform involves only one environmental policy: that of
shameless, galling hypocrisy.
ANDREW MEYER" IDON'T L!KE To WRITE THINGS
Welcome Back, Welcome Back,
Wel-come-back
Ah, Ma$e ... it's good to have
• you back. Oh yeah, and I guess it's
.- good to see all you Conn kids again
.. too.
It's nice
that I've
only been
back for
two weeks,
but still
have about
87 voice-
mails
already. At first, I thought every-
one just missed me that much ...
then I realized that none of these
messages actually applied to me.
"Hey, Jews!" Uh, I'm Christian,
"Are you interested in dance club?"
No. "Listen up, freshmen!" Hey
asshole, I'm a sophomore now.
Football season has started, and
I'm fired up. I can't wait to see the
answers to several big questions,
such as "Who will win the Super
Bowl?", "Who got the better of the
Portis-Bailey trade?", and "Who
will be tile first marquee player to
,be suspended for drugs?" Also, this
year, the campus authorities are
instituting a new rule. Any teacher
who gives me too much work to
watch the Cowboys games on
Sundays is automatically castrated
and then fired.
In other sports news, the Mets
still suck.
One big change I've noticed on
campus is the number of campus
safety officers we now employ.
Apparently, our solution for the
unemployment problem in New
Londorswas to hire half the town.
Seriously, how many officers do we
have now? Is it eighteen. nineteen,
or twenty thousand? But on the
bright side, I am glad to know that I
am now safe from the many terrible
things that happened to me last
year, such as that time I tripped and
fell while walking up the stairs.
But seriously, campus safety,
you're good people. Now please
don't hold a grudge and come after
me with parking tickets.
A lot of people have been com-
plaining about the hot weather
recently, b not me. Why?
Because I am living in the plex this
year. That's right folks, I have air
conditioning. So go on and say
whatever you want about where
you live; tell me about how it is
more social. I'll respond by telling
you that "more social" just means
higher dorm damages, most of
which will be caused by people like
me visiting your dorm to party any-
way.
Unfortunately, the work load is
piling up like the Ravens on a fum-
ble. On the busy-scale, which
ranges from 10 (Expos during a
playoff race) to 10 (7 year old in a
Chinese sweatshop), I'd say I'm
currently at about a 6.7 (Olive
Garden on a Friday night). And
speaking of Olive Garden, did you
know that for eight dollars, you can
get as much pasta, salad, and bread-
sticks as you want? There hasn't ,
been a steal this big since Simon
Gruber robbed the Federal Reserve
Bank in Die Hard 3.
It's good to be back. I hope you
all have an excellent year. Oh, and
you in the pink polo, your collar is
messed up. ..
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Smash andAntigone to Take the Mainstage this Semester :
By JEREMY MAKE was living in New York but needed other papers to work
STAFFWRItER at the college and a postal strike in England didn't help
the matter). Fortunately, the college called in Mr. Lerner
to save the day and he certainly did so. With less than
two weeks before opening night, Lerner and the cast of
more than a dozen students put together a hilarious show
that rivaled some of the best productions of the season..
Mr. Lerner has been invited back to direct the epic
battle of words between Antigone and Creon in a mod-
ern adaptation of Antigone by the French playwright
Jean Anouilh (translated and adapted further by Lewis
Galantiere). The classic sequel to the story of Oedipus
revolves around Oedipus's daughter, Antigone (that's
right, the one from the marriage between Oedipus and
his mother), and her refusal to follow the ruling of the
new king, a curious tyrant and Antigone's uncle. Creon:
When Antigone goes, for a second time, to bury her
slain brother Polynices, she is caught, and must be put to
death. The tension between familial piety, the struggle
for status, and a deeply rooted history create one of the
most celebrated dramas of all time. The fact that
Anouilh's version was written in occupied France during
World War IT renders this complex struggle that much
more fascinating. Jenny-Dare Paulin '05 will take on the
epic role of Antigone as Adam James '05 (Chorus),
Jessica Swain '08 (Ismene) and Seren Gabrielsen '07,
(Haemon) follow her lead. ".
Smash will be presented October 7, 8 and 9 at 8:00
pm with a matinee performance on October 9 at 2:00
pm. Antigone will be presented November 18, 19 and 20
at 8:00 pm with a matinee performance on November 2@
at 2:00 pm. Tickets are $4 for students. All shows are in
Tansill Black Box Theater.
l....Every year, the Theater Department at Connecticut
College presents four Mainstage productions for the
campus and surrounding communities.
-r This semester, Professor Leah Lowe will direct
Smash, a Jeffrey Hatcher adaptation of Bernard Shaw's
Dovel The Unsocial Socialist. The story revolves around
millionaire socialist Sidney Trefusis and his struggle to.
overthrow the British government and establish a work-
ing class society. His passion forces him to leave his
Wife of 30 minutes out of fear that his marriage will
increase his ardor and drive him to distraction. Under the
guise of a hard-working gardener named Mengels (a
fusion of Karl Marx and Frederick Engels), he takes up
a job at Alton College, a breeding ground for wannabe
trophy wives and impressionable future companions of
k'ey political players. He meets Agatha Wylie, a free-
spirited student whose rebellious yet intelligent tenden-
cies seem far ahead of Sidney's. It is Agatha's witty can-
dor, however, that brings us to the realization that the
Women of Alton College will not be the radical Socialist
revolutionaries for which Sidney hopes.
Although dated (the cornie novel was written in
1"883),Leah has had great success with older material at
eonnecticut College. Her staging of Charles Dickens'
Great Expectations and Pierre Corneille's The Illusion
were both successful adaptations of classic stories. With
a cast headed by Andrew McCullough '05 (Sidney
1.refusis), Marissa Locher '04 (Henrietta) and Kate
Berton '05 (Agatha Wylie), Smash is sure to be another
of Professor Lowe's amusing, clever productions.
By RACHEL GAlNIlS
Students take the stage in last year's The Illusion,directed by Professor Leah Lowe. This semester Lowe will direct Smash, a Play based 011
Shaw's novel The UnsocialSocialist Also highly anticipated this semester is the classic Antigone, directed by Michael temer '89. (Pace)
•
Also this semester, Michael Lerner will direct an
adaptation of Sophocles' Antigone. Lerner, a 1989 grad-
uate of Connecticut College, is the dependable director
of last year's Comedy of Errors, a production fated to fail
~..
"
vump Off the
Bandwagon!
I feel so old. Kids, I'm a senior, I'll be 22 in December, and I actually
remember the 80's. I don't wanna hear it from all you born-in-Sfis. 1
"watched Jem, saw Ghostbusters 2 in theatres TWICE, and know what a
"popple is. My parents have pictures of me dressed up like Madonna as a six-
year-old. But all things considered, I'm n'ot really missin' the 80's right
now. The 80's are pretty available, pop culture wise, and what's been truly
~~..."" dissed and dismissed is late 90's radio. We're
talking the good stuff that didn't actually make
it into my cassette singles collection when I was
in seventh grade 'cause I was too busy listening
to Real McCoy, or the ones that might have
made it a little later, when the Foo Fighters and
Everclear were the only bands I cared about
(Dave Grohl remains my hero). These are the
songs thatl somehow remember, even though I
probably shouldn't - ten songs you forgot to
remember from the late nineties. Yes, they were
all singles once. I heard them all on my cassette
radio alarm clock that I've had since I was eight
(and wJ1ich actually woke me up this morning).
"- Give these tunes the lovin' they deserve, finally.
EMILY MORSE
ump Off the Bandwagon!
Tal Bachman - "She's So High"
From the album Tal Bachman
Mayor may not be true: Tal Bachman is the son of the gny from
Bachman-Turner overdrive. I heard it on the radio at some point. I know
that. I also know that this is a ridiculously good pop song - and ridiculous-
Iy good pop no louger exists. You can't resist a praise anthem with decent
lyrics, if only because the concept no longer exists on pop
radio.
Stroke 9 - "Little Black Backpack"
From the alborn Nasty Little Thoughts
This is another one that just gets infinitely stuck in your head. I'll bet
most of you bought this back in the day, and then sold it to your local used
dealer for two bucks. I'm proud to say I still have my
copy, and "Little Black Backpack" still creeps me out
every time I hear it. These guys aren't Brits, so what
exactly is meant by "don't expect to get your bloody
black backpack back" - especially consideting the
context of a fight? In any case, this is yet another top-
notch example of awesome alt-rock that somehow
got lost in the shuffle. Never should have sold that
album, kids.
Connecticut Finally Gets Some
Real LiveAction in Hartford
Everything - ''Hooch''
From the album Supernatural
1used to be a mallrat, And for abont a six-week period in '98 or so every
time my best friend and I went to the mall, she would pick up this record
and almost buy it, and 1would talk her out of it. She eventually thanked me
when Everything never produced another quasi -hit. The irony is that I now
own the record, and she still doesn't. The song poses
the question, "Who got the hooch?" I don't know. I
don't even know what "the hooch" is. Someone once
told me they were talking about cigars, bnt 1 somehow
doubt it. If anyone knows, shoot me an email. In any
case, "Hooch" is pretty chill, perfect for singing
along, and even channels a little reggae.
Wait ... maybe r just answered my own question ...
Rebekah· "Sin So WeD"
From the album Remember to Breathe
Chick with an acoustic guitar - not always promising. But Rebekah stole
my heart with "Sin So WeD." This girl took a touch of soul and a pinch of
folk and made it rock right out. Of course when I originally heard this one,
I didn't quite get the meaning, but even if you don't get it (whicb I hope you
do, as a college student...come on) "Sin So Well" is cute, edgy, and makes
cheeky bible references that even 1 can tolerate. "Heaven's kinda far/ but I
swear that when I'm coming it's close" - how's that for a double entendre?
Dog's Eye View· "Everything Falls Apart"
From the alborn Happy Nowhere
I finally acquired /Happy Nowhere/last year. 1 bought it only remem-
bering that I loved "that song" by Dog's Eye View, but as soon as I heard
the first bar of "Everything Falls Apart" 1 was as re-hooked as you can get.
And I still knew all the words. This is a peppy one; straight up late-nineties
alt-rock, almost-positive messages and all ("everything falls apart/then 1get
to try to put it back together"). But when I was in junior high, I didn't get
that bit of sarcasm ... or most of the lyrics in the song so I thought it was
a /wickedl positive message. Oh, the wisdom of age .
Angry Salad - "Tbe Milkshake Song"
From the alborn Angry Salad
This song came out when I was in high school and
every girl I knew told me I absolutely HAD to hear it
because it was "soooo cute." Well I finally did, and I
fell in love. Who can argue with a guy who sings,
"She gave me a milkshake and a kiss/ I don't need~L
much more than this"? Not 1. At the time I was still
scared of the f-bornb, which is dropped out 0 . ,
nowhere at the beginning of the second verse. Oh, it's -.:..;=:.-'.'IL_--'
acoustic rock at it's finest. Can it, Guster fans.
:mgr~"alad
A&E EDITOR
Regarding the evolution of the music.
Kluepfel explained, "I've written many.
many songs that were personal to me, and
never shared them. I've only shared songs'
that were mere empty calories. I suppose I
got fed up with all the candy."
The majority of the album fits in with the
"new-wave" hits of this summer like Modest
Mouse and Franz Ferdinand - pumping out
a synth-heavy sound and vocals ranging
from painful waiJs to milder melodies. This
is typified by the opening track, "This Year's
Fashion," which bleeds into another high-
synth but more prolific statement called
"Drug Like," one of the lyrical highlights in
Kluepfel's work. "Drug Like" (and much of
the rest of the album) deals with America's
drug obsession and our quest for quick fixes:
However, there are tracks on the CD that
offer a return to KluepfeJ sunnier punk roots;
"Photograph" is a simple coulda, woulda,
Marvelous 3 - "Freak Of The Week"
From the album Hey! Album
Power chords, an Elvis reference, and hand claps. Gotta be a winner.
Besides, "Freak Of The Week" takes shots at popular culture, and r~
always np for that. Isn't it about time you gave a "freak" a chance?
Primitive Radio Gods - "Standing Onside A Broken Phone Booth
With Money In My Hand"
From the album Rocket
The first thing that comes to mind when I hear this song is that I think
I remember once hearing that it has the longest title of all time. 1 can't
affirm the validity of this statement. I was like thirteen and 1 thought that it
was cool to paint my nails eight different colors at once, While I still don't
have a clue what "cool" is (if you've seen me lately,
you may have noticed), I do know you'll recognize
this one the second you hear that creepy "I've been
downhearted, baby" playing like an echo to the beat.
With it's mellowed-out, eerie tone, and bizarre, philo'
sophical lyrics, "Standing Outside ... " is quite possi-~~~~:_ml1~"Dlbly the beststaring-at-the-ceiling-on-a-rainy-day song
!!' of all time.
Don't be fooled by the neon-pink and
green CD case or its 80s fashion reference.
Don't cut your fabric to this year's fashion,
the debut album from Action Action is not
what you would usually find in an edition of
Emily Morse's Jump off the Bandwagon.
The Reunion Show's front man, Mark
Thomas Kluepfel, and drununer, Skully,
teamed up with Count the Stars Adam
Manning and Clarke Foley (on guitar and
bass respectively) in this everything but pop-
punk collaboration. Kluepfel's previous
work in The Reunion Show had the high
energy and fun-driven melodies that would
typically be placed in the pop-punk genre,
but recently his song writing and taste have
taken a sharp turn. This change motivated
him to take on an entirely new project so as
not to confuse the die-hard Reunion Show
fans who would, without a doubt, be some-
what confused by his new style. continued on page 8
Nineties Music You Forgot to Remember,
Athenaenm - "What I Didn't Know"
From the album Radiance
So of all the one-hit-wonders out there, you'd think Athenaeum would
be one whose name you'd forget. I mean, if you hear it, you can't spell it.
If you see it, you've got about a 50/50 shot at correct pronunciation. May
as well put it behind you. But I couldn't. In fact, I remembered them, but
not their song. That was until the Strawberries music store I was working at
started carrying used CDs and my boss pretty much threatened to fire me if
I didn't buy this record. This is some of the best power-pop you'll ever hear,
so how 'bout giving a one-hit-wonder a second chance?
Naked - "Raining On The Sky"
From the album Naked
It saddens me greatly seeing this album ill cutout bins at Borders (which
is the only place I've seen it in recent memory, excluding my Own copy).
This song got airplay for like a week, back in '97 or '98 and my best friend
was obsessed with it. 1just wanted to know who names their band Naked,
But when it comes down to it, this is one of the most
beautiful songs you'll ever hear. It's sorta like the 90's
answer to the power ballad (before bands like Creed
and Nickelback got their hands on it and revived the
only thing 1 abhor about hair metal). The lyrics in
"Raining On The Sky" slide off your tongue like soft
ice cream (i.e. "the maddest hatter surely had her in
the recent past"). You don't even stop to think what
they mean, and then when you do, you're still pretty wowed, even though
you can't quite figure it out. If I had an all-time top twenty favorite songs
this would be on it. '
•
---------------:------. __ ._----------------
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Verdict on Vanity: Witherspoon is Fair Enough
,
By GOZDE ERDENIZ
STAFF WRITER
What happens when you make a
two hour film out of a 900 page clas-
sic novel? You get SparkNoles with
visuals, that's what happens. Vanity
Fair, the 'light' screen version of
William Makepeace Thackeray's
novel about class wars, social climb-
ing and steely determination simply
ignores the parts that don't make
Reese Witherspoon look like the
coolest thing to ever emerge from
19th century England. The film dis-
tracts the audience with the charm-
ing Reese as well as some gorgeous
costumes that are typical of most
period dramas.
. Reese Witherspoon is clearly the
~ar of the film. In short, she's a poor
girl, Becky Sharp, who'll stop at
nothing to become a respected and
rich member of society. As a collec-
tion of plot highlights, likeable char-
acters and lush production-design
mornents, the film is a complete sue-
tess. However, will this be enough
to. satisfy you if you read the novel
mid loved it, like I did? Nor quite.
Will it satisfy you if you expect lots
of laughter? Once again, no. This is
a period drama for God's sake! It
will just bore you to death if you are
not into literary films!
Of course, the screen version of
Vanity Fair is not entirely faithful to
the noveL It is not an easy feat to
make a film out of such a long novel,
and you can excuse the director for
leaving some of the important stuff
out. Still, it is annoying to see that
the main messages of the novel are
sacrificed. Thackeray wrote a social
commentary on British imperialism
and social order, but much of these
elements are left out of the film.
Since Witherspoon's Becky is the
star, the film does everything to keep
you on her side. This is really irritat-
ing because the literary Becky is
merely an unprincipled woman who
is a slave to her ambitions. It is true
that she is quite a character even in
the novel, but the film places her on
a pedestal that she does not quite
deserve.
To be honest, I can't say I haled
the film. There were aspects that I
really liked such as the language and
Witherspoon's performance. There
was some good dialogue, too.
Fortunately, some of Thackeray's
sharp wit has made its way into the
screenplay in lines such as one char-
acter's assessment 'of Becky: "I had
thought she was a mere social
'climber, but 1 see now I was wrong:
She's a mountaineer. II
Final word: If you are into clas-
sic novel adaptations, definitely see
this film. Itmay not be your all time
favorite adaptation, but you will
probably still enjoy seeing this great
hovel on the screen complete with a
talented cast and beautiful costumes.
If you think period films are boring,
and great costumes and witty
screenplay do not do much for you,
don't waste your time and money on
Vanity Fair. Buy the magazine
instead.
Patchett's Truth Depicts Beautiful Friendship
(which we assume she suc-
ceeded in as we turn the first
pages of the novel) and
Lucy, a poet.
As the reader forges on,
it becomes clear that the
novel isn't only a testament
to how hard Lucy and Ann
work to .keep in touch with
each other as life pulls them
in different directions, but is
also a rribute to Lucy, who
Patchett shows is truly one
of a kind. Lucy survived
cancer as a child and it
greatly affects her perspec-
tive on life, and more impor-
tantly it affects people's per-
ception of her (due to a
resulting disfigurement).
Lucy, although a poet,
writes one novel,
Autobiography of a Face,
that describes her struggles
through chemotherapy and
the biases she faced.
That novel leaves ont her
adult life and Patchett fills in
many of the details. Lucy
struggles with insecurity and
has over thirty surgeries
thronghout her life in an
attempt to fix her asymmet-
rical face.
Bv SOPHIE FITZGERALD
STAFF WRITER
During our college
years, we are faced with the
challenge of keeping up
with our beloved high
school friends while forging
new college relationships. In
Truth & Beauty, Ann
Batchett shows the benefits,
and effort, involved in keep-
mg up with an old friend,
tucy, over the course of
time. Of course, throughout
the novel the reader learns
that Lucy is no ordinary
woman and certainly no
ordinary friend.
t The combination of
Patchett's literary skill and
Lucy's eccentric personality
make for a moving novel.
Patchett starts her account
right after college when the
duo moves to Iowa for a
Writer's Workshop and
graduate school. Here they
live happily despite the
uncertainty of their lives,
having just left college to
embrace the "real world."
They both want to write;'
Ann wants to be a novelist
wrote to Ann while she was
in Scotland undergoing
facial reconstructive surgery.
Patchett allows Lucy to live
on the pages of her book, not
only through her descrip-
tion, but also through Lucy's
own words, which also
enables the reader to see first
hand why Ann was drawn to
Lucy, and why, despite some
infuriating moments, they
stick together to the bitter
end.
This is the type of novel
that keeps you coming back
for more. I have already re-
read Lucy's Autobiography
of a Face since finishing
Truth. & Beauty and am cur-
rently reading the rest of
Patchett's novels. Patchett
succeeds in so many ways,
bnt I finished the book mar-
veling at how she made their
friendship seem real. So real
in fact, that I felt like I was
with the two of them all
along. The book in and of
itself becomes a companion,
leaving the reader with the
same feelings of loyalty and
love that true friendship pro-
vides.
The novel is filled with
beauty. Patchett's writing is
mesmerizing. Lucy's char-
acter is amusing, endearing,
and pitifnl all at the same
time. Their friendship is
inspirational, Patchett
proves that with time and
effort, a friendship can
endure. One of the finer
aspects of the novel is that it
includes letters that Lucy
Citizen Cope Pedals Up with Big Name Backing"
also tackles personal riffs with
American urban politics in the first
single, "Bullet and a Target."
Throughout the disc, Greenwood
promotes positive messages, partic-
ularly on "Nite Becomes Day," a
song about the power of love. And if
the keys-dominated "Hurricane
Waters" can't get your ass moving,
there is no hope.
Carlos Santana's stirring guitar
. is featured on "Son's Gonna Rise"
and Me'shell Ndegeocello's bass on
"Sideways." James Poyser, known • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••for his work. with Common and • •
Eryka Badu, helps out on the key- : •
board. Greenwood was a guest on • Do you want to write for The Voice? :
Santana's Shaman disc as well. • •
• •Now, living in the ultra-hip com- • •
munity of Brooklyn, Clarence • •
Greenwood is ready to explode (be's :
featured in Rolling Stone's •
September "10 Artists to Watch"
column). As if it couldn't get any
betrer Pharrell Williams endorsed
him, saying Cope is what the mnsic
of this decade needs. Tounng WIth
Robert Randoph & the Family Band
this fall Citizen Cope will be the
CD pur~hase to make, and the live
act to see.
crowds I have ever witnessed. As in songs like "Pablo Picasso," about Make sure to check out Citizen •
Vibe Magazine says, "thugs, rastas, a deranged guy who falls in love C "Last Call with Carson'Group home '. ope on NBC
• . fr wide variety of hipsters, and crunchy-granola types WIth a woman pained in a mural He Daly" on Septemb.er 21 on .~ He draws om a , .
~ . -------------------------- -------~-------- -------r,--S-pring Break 2005~Travel with STS, America's #1 Student Tour l
~. operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. l
: Now hiring on-campus reps. Call for group discounts., :
:' InformSltion/Reserva.tions 1-800-648- 6849 or www.ststr.lvel.com. :
~ ----------------------------- --------~.-------- ------
BY PAUL DRYDEN
Assocnn; A&E EDITOR
When the first beat drops on
Clarence Greenwood Sessions, you
can't keep from swaying. As a cou-
ple minutes of music pass by, you
start singing along too. And when
you put the music into a live setting,
it makes for one of the most enjoy-
able performances in the business.
• "I wanted to make it sound like a
record that came out in 1972,"
Citizen Cope told Paste Magazine.
"I want it to feel like you're in a car
burning down the highway, pedal to
the metal with nothing in front of
you but a two-lane highway, the
radio blastin', the sun shinin', win-
dows rolled down and a hot honey
next to you."
Cope, whose real name is
Clarence Greenwood, was born in
Memphis, Tennessee. Growing up in
Washington DC, he found most of
his musical inspiration in the
nation's capitol. After committing to
the profession while in his 20s and
bouncing around a couple ma~or
labels music business icon Clive
Davi; backed him and the Sessions.
Now Greenwood calls RCA Music
inspirations and his songs sound like
a rock fusion of hip-hop, funk, and
reggae. His concerts have one of the
most eclectic and music-loving
are all mesmerized by the haunting
melodies, provocative lyrics and
gritty, blue collar appeal."
Greenwood tells fictional stories
WaterFire: the Relaxation Element
LIZ BRADLEY
Trailblazer
Looking to immerse yourself in deep, rhythmic chanting, feel the heat of
fIre rising from a river, or smell the sweet scent of burning wood on a cool
evening? Sound like something you'd find hidden deep in the jungle? Look>
no further than Providence, RI.
Pyromaniacs and searchers of Colonel Kurtz need not be the only atten-
dees. 1 admit the whole display is rather bizarre. As sun sets over the
Providence skyline, the ritualistic exhibition begins with ominous music aJX\
the chanting of Tibetan monks echoing through tbe park. Then rather incon-
spicuous people dressed in all black come down the river in Thai boats that
look like gondolas. The first boar beats a gong and then each boat bearing
fire from a corrunon torch, they light fire to bundles of logs that seem to float
on the river in a ceremonious pattern, The simplicity ofthe fires strewn down
the river draws attention to the discreet nature of the event. When you strip;
away all the people and the commotion, all you have is what seem like float-
ing fires up and down the river running through the heart of the city. t:
Sometimes simplicity is perceived as a weakness, but here is where
WaterFire is striking. In a time when everything around you is so fast-paced,
going to see this display gives you the chance to step back out of the fray.
Fire's probably the simplest and most natural thing man can make. Watching
the river overcome with flames and appreciating the contrast of a hot, incan-,
descent fire against the cool, black water is intrinsically soothing; it truly is-
art in action.
One of the great things about WaterFire is that it is a non-profit organi-
zation. The goal is ro bring people together and take the time to slow down
for once. WaterFire also does everything it can to minimize its environmen,
tal impact. None of the wood used is cut down for the event. It all comes
from lumber that mills cannot use. WaterFire has also taken an initiative to
clean up the river and its surrounding parks by removing litter and encour-
aging recycling. You can read more about other ways it helps the communi"
ty and tries to reduce its environmental impact by checking out the website
or picking up a program in Providence.
So bring a friend or a date and spend some time outside and break your
routine. Still not convinced, well guess what: it's free! It's the perfect excuse
to visit Providence and it's quite the unique experience. Even if WaterFire'
doesn't appear to be enough on its own to bring you to Providence, there are
plenty of other things to do once in the city. Providence is home to some
great restaurants (i.e. the Cheesecake Factory), great shopping, and much
more of a nightlife than good old New Londy.
Seem like something you might be interested in'iWell WaterFire season
is almost over. So get your act together and go! There are partiallightings on'
September 18th and 22nd. The final full lighting is on Saturday September
25th. Remember, the ceremony begins at sunset.
Providence is about 45 minutes from campus and incredibly easy to find.
1-95 runs right through it and if yon don't have a car, Amtrak and Greyhound
are a convenient option. Parking for WaterFire is easy. There's free parking
on the Brown University campus or you can park in the Providence Place,
Mall for $1 if yon get your ticket validated. For more info, check out tbe
website at www.waterfire.org,
IT DOESN'T MATTER! •
•Call x2812 to write :
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NEWS
Class of 2008 Gears up for Exec Board Elections
By LAUREN REIFF '
registration process. Jacobs wishes
to echo the views of the entire fresh-
man class to the SGA,
The Vice Presidential candidates
are Jackie Bryant and Kristin Van
Slyke, Both candidates cite their
experience in student government
and their desire to become involved
in the college community as major
qualifying characteristics, but
.Bryant also demonstrates her eligi-
bility for the position through her
plans to major in government, and
Van Slyke believes her experience
with financial management sets her
apart,
Prospective members of the J-
Board are Maureen Durkin, Alex
Gundry, Zenas Hutcheson, Christine
Jackson, Eric Plapper, Johann
Schiedt, and Aaron Wheeler, Two of
these candidates will be elected,
Each pair is confident that their
strong commitment to the honor
code combined with their under-
standing of and involvement in col-
lege social life will allow them to
fairly pass judgment on their peers,
The candidates for SAC
Representative run in pairs; the duos
are Catherine Flint and Emma
Stratton, Sarah Turchin and Maggie
Bordonaro, Yasmin Nozari and Evan
Zarnpella, and Danny Keiser and
Whitney Eng, Flint and Stratton Danny Keiser and Wbitnry Eng '08, running together as S4C candidates, prepare to address the freshmen class on SpeechNight. (Wilson)
SGAAdds New London 101 to Orientation Activities Summer Construction
STAFF WRITER
The annual freshman election is
being held from Thesday, September
14 through Friday, September 17,
The positions to be filled include
President, Vice President, J-Board
Representatives, and SAC
Representatives, The President will
conduct class .council meetings and
will be a voting member of the SGA.
The Vice President will manage the
class treasury, and will be responsi-
ble for the responsibilities of
President if the President is unavail-
able. The J-Board Representatives
will be voting members on the J-
Board, SAC Representatives will
represent the class as voting mem-
bers of SAC and will also be respon-
sible for planning a minimum of one
class event per month.
The candidates for Ibe office of
President are Mandy Barrett, Nikita
A, Carr, Jason Fried, and Matt
Jacobs,
Barrett's goal 'is "to make
Connecticut College a place where
every single student feels as though
they are represented equally," Carr's
focus will be on cultural diversity,
academic aid, financial aid, and
issues in social life. Fried promises
to push for a more efficient class
By THOMAS McEvoy
NEWS EDITOR
Each year the Office of Student
Life plans the various events and
workshops that OCCUf during
Freshmen Or.ientation. This year's
Freshmen Orientation, however,
received a new component, which
was devised by last year's Student
Government Executive Board. The
Student Government Association
(SGA) annually discusses various
issue projects that they hope to
implement at the College,
A goal of the 2003-04 SGA
Executive Board under the
Community Building issues project
was to add a program to Freshmen
Orientation that would acquaint the
incoming students with the city of
New London and the surrounding
areas, Entitled New London 101, the
day-long event was adopted from a
similar activity the College had five
years ago after orientation was over.
The New London-based office that
managed the event was shut down,
however, when the College experi-
enced budget cuts, and thus the pro-r-----
I
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wish to create activities that will
allow the freshman class to become
aquainted with the upper-class men,
and believe that their experience in
plamting events will help them be
successful.
Thrchin and Bordonaro hope 10
utilize not only the resources here on
campus, but also those in the New
London area, Nozari and Zampella
would like to "provide the freshman
class with a balanced representation
of social, athletic, educational, and
cultural events." Keiser and Eng
plan to utilize their creativity 10 plan
more exciting activities that the
entire student body can enjoy
Regardless of who is ultimately'
elected, the freshman class can
expect an enthusiastic group of rep-
resentatives. During the speeches,
which were held on Monday,
September 13, traditional oratory
methods were supplemented by situ-
ational skits, a dramatic recitation of
the Family Guy theme song, and
group swaying.
All freshmen are encouraged to
vote for the candidates they believe
will best represent their interests.
The ballot can be found on
CamelWeb, and a link was also sent
via e-mail to the entire class of 2008.
Members of the Class of '08 spend time at Ocean Beach as part ofSGAs New London 101.
gram was terminated. problems, but tried to control for
Final refinements were made on them. We did as much planning as
New London 101 this past summer we could,"
before it was added to the Freshmen Lelek noted that there were no
Orientation agenda. Commenting major organizational problems.
on the program, current SGA "People left with a positive attitude."
President, Pete Lelek said, "It went The only main issue was the
better than [the SGA] expected, We interaction with the bus company,
expected there to be a fair number of The College organized a contract-----------
•
that would have ten buses to trans-
port students to and from Ocean
Beach in New London. The compa-
ny, however, only sent nine buses to
bring students from the College to
the beach and seven to return them
to campus. As a result, approxi-
mately 40 students had to wait 15
minutes longer than the rest of the
freshmen before they were trans-
ported,
"It required last minute plan-
ning, but we managed it as well as
we could", Lelek said,
New London 101 is expected to
be a permanent element of
Freshmen Orientation. Among rec-
ommended changes for next year's
New London 101, Pete Lelek sug-
gests that the College uses a differ-
ent bus company. Furthermore, he
says that freshmen should be
informed that they will be going to
the beach so they know in advance
to bring swimming apparel and tow-
els,
"As [the College 1 keeps doing
New London 101, it will get better
and better," Lelek asserts.
~
• MYSTIQUE CAN BE ANYONE SHE WANTS, AND SO CAN YOU!
IActually, that's not true. But you CAN write for the College Voice in any section I
your heart desires! Call x2812 to get started today! •
I
continued from page 1
A second significant portion of
the cost of renovating classrooms is
equipping them with all new furni-
ture, including tables and comfort-
able chairs, as well as touching up
the infrastructure and finishes.
Additionally, the carpet, ceiling,
lighting and trim were all improved.
The biology laboratory in 301 New
London Hall was also renovated,
receiving new benches and appropri-
ate laboratory equipment.
A generous donation from SGA
last year funded the rebuilding of the
Cro pit BBQ grill. A sidewalk was
installed from the green to the
William's Street Entrance for
$15,000, A second sidewalk around
Ibe Victory Statue between J,A, and
Harkness dorms, linking Admissions
to the green, cost nearly the same.
These two projects are predicted to
greatly improve pedestrian ways on
campus. Also, the common areas of
Winthrop Building were painted,
Unfortunately, upgrading older
bathrooms was not in the summer
construction budget this year
because of the unusually high cost of
the AC roof replacement. Smith and
Burdick's bathroom facilities have
been designated as the main focus
for next summer's renovations. Each
bathroom renovation costs approxi-
mately $80,000 to $100,000 dollars,
Potential future projects, such as
a new dorm or fitness center, whose
costs range in the millions, are not
on the current Physical Plant con-
struction schedule but have been pri-
oritized and documented, Although
they have been included in the new
Strategic Plan, there will be no real-
ization of the plans until a major
fund-raising initiative is well under-
way.
In addition to new structures, the
Strategic Plan has also identified
other necessary improvements for
current structures. Jim Norton is
excited about the Strategic Planning
Steering Committee's newfound
"commitment to deferred mainte-
nance and the modernization of
existing buildings."
Another future Physical Plant
plan is to lower the height of the per-
vasive speed bumps around campus
from 4 inches to 2,-----
- deter the members of the college community from its mission to promote a
Idiverse and pluralistic environment. This element of the Strategic Plan is nota short term goal, but an ongoing mental and cultural commitment.The third and final element of the Strategic Plan discussed in the
• speech was the continued support of the campus and the people in it. This
part of the plan includes a thirty million dollar campus restoration project
Iwhich will yield "tangible benefits to every resident of every building, bothresidential and classroom, on this campus over the coming years." The proj-ect will include the upkeep and restoration of the campus's historic build-
- ings. As the buildings age, their value to the campus increases, but the cost
Iof upkeep and restoration increases as well. Also contained in the restora-tion project is a new "Science Plex" to be built behind Fanning Hall, theremodeling of the last two unrenovated dorms on campus (Hamilton and
• Marshall), and modernization of the fitness center and library, The third ele-
ment of the Strategic Plan also calls for assurance of adequate staffing at
IConnecticut College, This will be achieved by offering salaries that willkeep and atlract the best faculty and staff at Conn,President Fainstein summed up his address by concluding that
- Connecticut College is very strong right now, is in a good place, and that the
I
Strategic Plan will ensure our "position as liberal arts leaders for a century
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •
• : Do you like corny puns and :
.1 : rhyming headlines? :
• •
• :00 you think Paul Dryden has bad:
I: taste in music? :• •• •• • •: :
:
You would love Rachel and 
-! :
• •• •
: Write A&E for Rachel & -! :
• •• •..i: CaLIx2812 todayl :
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Top Ten Wals to Spot a Freshman on Campus
10. AI a pari». unconlrollablll bursls Inlo "ice breaker" games bll force
of habit
9. Tries 10 nnd a wall inlo Fanning using Ihe '1ronl enlrance."
8. Walks back from Ihe ACwIIh ShoP-Rne bags inslead of Adldas bags.
1. Can be seen inlensell/ sludl/ing Ihe Inslrucllons for how 10 open fbe
P.O.boxes in liie mailroom.
6. Is found walking In packs Of alleasl15 W1lhoUlspeaking.
5. Is in love Wilh alleasl six members of Co Co Beaux (and posslbll/
Bren from VOIO.
4. Enlire bOdll slmens al Sight of Campus Safell/ regardless of dall.
lime. or blood alcohol level.
3. Shows up 10 THEson lime ... or even an hour lale.
2. Goes 10 sponlng evems in hopes 01 a win.
,-'" j
1. lives in a common room.
Think YOUhave what n takes to write a COllege Voice Top TenP E-mail your Ideas to
ccvolce@conncoll.edu and keep checking the run page to see n YOUmade the CUI.
" ..~
amel
-
Confused? You should be! The Voice Photo Staff presents a new
challenge for our readers. Each week we'll show you an extreme
close up of something on campus, and we want YOU to write in with
your response. We'll publish our favorite responses each week,
regardless of accuracy (don't worry, it'll be anonymous) as well as the r-
correct response. The photo ladies assure us that the Camel Close-
Up will become increasingly harder as the semester progresses, so
stay tuned, and send those responses to ccvoice@conncoll.edu.
uriosilies
1
"Unpredictable at best. Camels have the reputation of being bad-tempered and obstinate creatures who spit and kick. In realitv, they
b~ tend to be good-tempered, patient and intelligent. The moaning and bawling sound they make when they're loaded UP and have to rise"
to their feet is like the grunting and heavY breathing of a weight-liner in action, not a sign of displeasure at having to do some work."
I "
-"', Source: Arab.Net,. '
,-
Doteable amels
., Our roVing reponer hn Cro Ihis week 10 Dnd OUl:
Whal one Ihing would slldems change aboul Conn if monell grew on lrees:» flhe Arbo mighl finaill/ be PUllo use!)
Senior: nm Messler
, "Hire more professors to
teach specialized Cours-
es... and buy a live camel
to take people to classes."
"I would cover every
reflective surface with
gold so people who
aren't from the. East
Coast wouldn't get
depressed during the
gray winter months."
Junior: lauren Burke
•
•
•
Sophomore: Julia Bianco
"I love Conn!"
"Can we get a waterslide? In
the fishbowl?" Freshman:
Craig HutchinsonI,
.
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continued from page 4
shoulda break-up story that no col-
lege kid can listen to without feeling
like the lyrics were written for him.
For those readers who hate new-
wave and punk, there is still hope
.yet., The shortest cut, "Basic Tiny
Fragments" and the following track,
"Bleed," both fit somewhere
between pop and rock but should be
accessible to any listener. Driven by
guitar and gut wrenching vocals,
"Bl~ecj" sounds more like OK Go
than Jessica Simpson, but could still
make the cut in the pop world.
Essentially, if you are one of
th'l.se people who calls your musical
taste "eclectic," "Don't cut your fab-
riel will be an interesting but chal-
lenging album and pleasurable in at
least a few instances." Upon first lis-
telling, much of it blends together,
mostly because of the ever-present
synth, often flowing from one track
to the next. The more thought you
put into the music (not in terms of
theoretical analysis, but simply
focusing on what you're listening to)
the more energizing it all becomes.
If you are angry at the ambiguity
of-these descriptions, you have every
right to be. The CD is complex and
meaningful, but fun and relaxing all
at the same time, sounding at
moments like the credit reel of /The
Breakfast Club/ and at others times
sounding like the DJ at a not-so-rap-
driven TNE. It is dark-wave, pop,
emo, indie rock, all rolled into a pink
and green striped CD case just wait-
ing to be liberated.
Sadly, this bizarre and beautiful
style does not land in too many
Friday Nights Live shows, but that
does not mean you can not have the
Action Action experience up close,
personal, and FREE (depending on
how far you are willing to drive). To
move some records and make a
name, the band has been on a nation
wide in-store tour which passed
through Hamden, CT on Thursday.
However, all hope is not lost. There
is a show in Taunton, MA at All
About Records on September 30.
And for those students able to spare
the $10, Action Action will perform
with Lucky Boys Confusion at the
Webster Theater in Hartford on
October 2. For more information on
the tour or the album, check out vic-
toryrecords.com.
YONI FREEMAN • OCCUPIED TERRITORY
continued from page 3
Muslim people out of its country through geno-
cide, slave trading and ethnic cleansing. And evi-
dently for years the world's bodies of "law" have
been silent and blind.
Sudan of course has denied all wrong doing.
At one instance it even blamed the "Zionist
Entity" Israel for the slaughter in Darfur, saying
Israel is the one responsible. Apart from the US
calling it genocide and trying to get the interna-
tional community mobilized to end the butcher-
ing, the rest of the world, who continues to claim
the US always goes it alone, refuses to hear it and
comply.
Since 2003, the UN has been quiet. Even the
EU has been quiet. And you know why? Oil. As
Maariv International reported on Wednesday this
week, countries such as France, Spain, Italy and
Greece are the ones opposing placing sanctions
on Sudan because of their wish to get oil con-
tracts. Oil in that very Darfur region was found a
year ago. Where is the leftist cry? Where is the
reason here? Should the US go it alone now that·
this is the case? Would you support it? Why aren't
there marches in New York by Moveon.org or
Michael Moore?
And at the "peace-loving" UN? It's business
as usual there. Resolutions have been pushed by
the US but have not gone anywhere because of
opposition from UN Security Council members
such as France, China, Russia and Algeria. The
current resolution which may reach the council in
the near future calls for the African Union, as
Reuters reports on Wednesday, to "field a large
monitoring force in Darfur and a threat to consid-
er sanctions if Sudan does not Cooperatewith the
monitors and stop the marauding militia." In
another instance the UN resolution calls on Kofi
Annan to "create an international commission to
determine human rights violations and whether
genocide has occurred in Darfur."Threat to con-
sider sanctions? Determine violations and if
genocide has occurred? Genocide IS OCCUR-
ING. Sanctions are needed NOW and action to
stop the murder must be taken by the world. Don't
these people watch TV? Or are they too preoccu-
pied with the "genocide" the Arabs are experienc-
ing courtesy of the "Zionist Worldwide
Conspiracy"?
The above sickening apathetic behavior con-
tinues to give the Sudanese government the green
light to kill its residents. There is no arms embar-
go in sight. There are no sanctions by the UN or .
EU. There hasn't even been the suspension of
Sudan's membership in the UN. .
The UN time and time after again proves Its
nothing but a soapbox. The UN is "naked.". It does
not promote peace, it allows war to continue. !t
does not promote human rights; it promotes their
violations. It does not promote humarutanan
work, it works against it. Numerous members .of
the UN are supporters of war and are dictatorship.
The rightwing for long has seen the colors of the
UN and yet the left continues to raise its flag
naively when it suits their interests to go against
government decisions. They respond with the UN
flag when something happens without the UN,
but when something happens and the UN does
nothing, they keep it folded.
, Not a finger is lifted by the UN to help those
who are victimized by their own governments.
The UN is the one also victimizing because it is
sitting on the side crossing its arms. And yet peo-
ple still want the UN to be in charge of the secu-
rity of sovereign states.
It is my hope that the useless nature of the UN
finally be apparent to the .eyes of people in the
world who support it. The UN is "naked." It is
time it was finally said, for the sake of real peace
and justice.
Got an opinion? Is it hilarious?
The Voice is in serious need of some columnists. Give us a call at x2812 to to tickle our funny bone .
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Purpose
Attendance
Student Open Forum
Approval of the Minutes
The minutes from the meeting on 912were approved.
{)fficers' Reports
Jess Mellen announced that SAC is working on a website that could be accessed through the SGA website. SAC
is also working on the "Hump the Vote" campaign and they have almost booked a band. There will also be at-shirt
design contest in the end of September for a "Hump the Vote" logo.
Caitlin Greeley announced that the new laundry cards will be distributed by end of September. The new
machines will be installed sometime in October, In response to the request for more machines, Caitlin said that this
would not be possible because the new machines had already been ordered.
Peter Mangenello announced that a new motions chart and a revised copy of the parliamentary procedures had
been distributed.
Eddie Slade announced that a number of people have called about new clubs and that if we hear of more inter-
ested people we should give them Eddie's contact ~formation. He will give the interested clubs a sample consti-
tution. Next Wednesday (9/15) at 7:30 there will be an informational session in Cro's Nest about the financial
process. Eddie also announced that in today's meeting there will be senator committee elections, followed by stu-
dent at-large elections next week.
,.Patty Eames announced that the first EPC meeting will be tomOITOW(9/10) and that AAPC will be meeting on
the-22nd.
Alex Schoenfeld mentioned that the SGA on the Cans and posters about "Hump the Vote" and the campus com-
mittee elections were reading to hang up. Alex announced that there was an informational session on Monday about
freshman elections. The self-nomination period ends on September 10th, and as of now there are 6 pairs of SAC
candidates. 5 I-Board candidates, 3 candidates for President; and 1 candidate for Vice President.
r.lay Karpen announced the creation of a judicial taskforce. It will be Co-Chaired by the Chair of the Judiciary
and Associate Dean of Student Life with members including two nominated members from the general assembly,
one faculty member, the director of campus safety, and one J-Board Rep. The J-Board is also looking for J-Board
assistant who is work study student.
.. Committee Reports
• Old Action
Pete Lelek is still working on talking to Physical Plant about the urinals that Grant Hogan presented at last
week's meeting. When there is a meeting set-up, GrantHogan and Daniel Meltzer will accompany Pete Lelek.
.. The kitchen appliances in Lazrus have been repaired. In the future, these issues should be brought to a
Housefellow, not SGA.
Erica Cohn inquired as to whether Alex Schoenfeld had included a thank-you to the Bookshop in the SGA on
the Can, concerning the number of used books that are bought and sold each year. Erica has now been in charge of
writing a card to tho Bookshop on behalf of the SGA.
New Action
Steve Leone was voiced that there was an interested in the Boston Globe being made available to the students,
as well as the NY Times. He wondered if it was a still a student-run process.
,.. Ben Sheldon mentioned that his house council asked that the agenda be posted earlier so they would know what
is going to be covered at the assembly meetings. He suggested that senators put the agenda on their doors so it
w7>uldbe accessible to other residents.
Ben Sheldon commented on the poor lighting near Blaustein and how dark it is on the path behind Cro, and on
the way to Harris.
This would be an issue for the Campus Safety committee to look at once it has been established.
~ ii. Erica Cohn added that bridge to the AC is dimly lit as well.
Ben Sheldon mentioned that there was £i!l interest in sophomores and juniors having the opportunity to live off
campus. This might also help to relieve the housing crunch.
This will be an issue for the Residential Life and Housing committee to look into once it has been established.
Erica Berlinghof asked if Harkness dining hall will be closing at the end of the semester and if so, if there is any
possibility that the space will be converted into a common area.
Eddie Slade confirmed this. He explained that Harkness dining hall gets less business than Smith dining hall,
so they plan on expanding Smith's hours. Knowlton gets less business than Harkness but they can't close it because
it.is international dining. .
ii. Erica Berlinghof suggested that perhaps signs could be put up informing students that Harkness will be clos-
ing so that they could make use of it and also to encourage students to take advantage of Knowlton dining hall
iii, Erica Cohn recommended that Harkness be converted intoa 24 hour study space or common room
Ben Sheldon recommended that a guest pass be issued with our ill cards so that we could bring guests to meals
llJl>reeasily.
Pete Lelek responded that you can charge a guest's meal to your Cro account
ii. Chris Civali said that the issue of "freebies" was brought up last year on the Dining Services committee
Eddie Slade had a question about why our IDs have not been functioning in Cro
Ryan Harndey responded that the computer wasn't reading the cards
Eddie Slade mentioned that our campus is having a major issue with trash. Perhaps we could put up signs to the
affect of "Don't litter on my campus." He encouraged us to encourage people who are littering to pick it up and also
for us to pick up trash if we see it. Perhaps something should be put in SGA on the Can
Ellen 'Paul mentioned that people on the reduced meal plan are very limited in how they can use'their 7 meals.
S~ewondered if there was any way that if all meals weren't used in any given week that they could hold over to
the next week.
Eddie Slade commented that they estimate the number of meals a week and this would throw the numbers off.
ii. Chris Civali added that they make meals for you there whether you are there are not
ill. Patty Eames added that our system is ·very old, with little room for changes. Perhaps when we are on the
new system we will be able to address some of these issues.
iv. Chase Hoffberger asked for clarifications as to when the meal week starts and ends
, v. Krystle Guillory added that in Unity, although there is a full kitchen, the students living there have to stay
on the full meal plan because they are supposed to interact with the campus. Perhaps there could be a meal plan
s mewhere in the middle of the limited plan we have now and the full meal plan to accommodate different students.
vi. Caitlin Greeley commented that we should wait for the new card system and for the Dining Services com-
mittee to be establisbed before we have any further discussion.
Old Business
Daniel Meltzer discussed the topic ofInstand Run-off Voting. In our current system, it is winner take all, where
,jo
there is only one winner. This does not really guarantee that the winner is supported by most students. It is not
ensured that the person is getting at least 50% of the votes. In instant run-off voting, you rank:the candidates, how-
ever if someone wins by over 50% then they automatically win. If there is no clear majority winner then you take
into consideration the 2nd ranking, and so on.
Ellen Paul explained that this eliminates a "spoiler" in an election.
Owen Kloter added that it seems that our elections are never that close. The idea is good in theory, but it prob-
ably wouldn't have much use here.
A freshman student at-large added that he is in support not necessarily for its practical use, but more for its edu-
cational value as it applies to the real world. Itwould add to the college's goal to form a more pluralistic society.
Chase Hoffberger suggested that we look at past records of our school's elections to evaluate whether this sys-
tem of voting would even be applicable to our voting situation.
D.anielMeltzer:added that its another name for this system of voting is preferential voting and that it is the pre-
ferred voting in Roberts Rules of Order. It is used in many other institutions and other countries.
Patty Eames asked how much this would cost to install
Alex Schoenfeld would like to look into this and talk to the programmerwho does our elections
Ryan dittoed cost concerns
Erica Cohn commented that we should be proactive not preemptive about our voting situation,
Peter Luthy commented that he didn't think that cost would be an issue.
Erica Berlingbof dittoed Peter Luthy
ix. Grant Hogan that perhaps this system would legitimize peoples claims to victory especially if the campus
was educated on it
Owen Kloter commented that people never seem to gripe about who is elected in our current system
Chris Civali connnented that if we were to implement this new system then there would need to be a lot of edu-
cation on it because it is a very difficult concept to grasp.
Phil Alford added that his middle school used fuis system and it functioned ratherwell and thatperhaps a com-
mittee could be formed to help count the votes.
Bobby asked if you could theoretically vote for I person 3 times
Daniel explained that this could not happen (ask Daniel to email that blurb)
Craig McCarrick asked that an information sheet be created for the assembly so that we might better understand
the process.
Ryan Harnedy suggested we not continue the discussion until everyone had an info sheet and was more
informed on the issue at hand.
Pete Lelek added that we have a lot of time to make these decisions because the next elections in which we
would be able to implement this is not until the end of the Spring semester.
New Business
Krystle Guillory brought up the discussion of safe spaces. There was a discussion in Unity house and it was
decided that a task force will be convened with members of USCC, SGA, administration and FSCC so that there
can be a permanent solution by next year. If there is to be a residential component to these safe spaces, then these
decisions must be made this semester.
Owen Kloter asked how long "long-term" was, and how safe spaces are supposed to be created if we are already
without common spaces.
Phil Alford voiced his surprise in that there is no short term solution in an issue that is so important.
Patty Eames read the amendment to the committees for the Academic Student Steering committee.
The amendment was approved by a 2/3 vote
Jay Karpen asked if anyone was interested in the judicial task force. Craig McCarrick volunteered to be the
other senator in addition to Chase Hoffberger who had already voice an interest in the effort.
Committee elections
Campus Health Services Committee- Ryan Harnedy and Rebecca Mason
Campus Parking Appeals Committee- Bobby Brooks and Evan Piekara
Dining Service Committee-Chris Civali and Ben Sheldon
The Finance Committee- Ellen Paul, Andrew Maki, Chaka Zaranyika, Steve Leone
The Financial Aid Liaison CoIllIl1iuee-OwenKloter, Yaseen Choudhury
The Public Relations Committee-Maria Fraire, Evan Piekara, Owen Maloy
, Residential Life and Housing Committee-Ben Sheldon, Craig McCarrick
Study Away Advisory Committee-Bob French, Owen Maloy
Environmental Modeling Corrunirtee-Craig McCarrick, GrantHogan
Academic andAdministrative Procedures Committee-Erica Cohn, Yaseen Choudhury
The Calendar Committee-Bob French, Erica. Berlinghof
College Campus Safety Committee-Steve Leone
Dean's Grievance Committee-Jules Chyten-Brennan, Yaseen, Choudhury
Educational Planning Committee-Ryan Harnedy
Health PromotionJRiskReduction Committee-Colin Foote, Rebecca Mason
Interdisciplinary Majors Committee-Andrew Maki
The Land Planning and Use Committee-Bobby Brooks, Grant Hogan
Information Services- Philip Alford, Peter Luthy
Physical Plant Committee-Chase Hoffberger, Colin Foote
Cultural Diversity Committee-Erica Cohn, Erica Berlinghof
Academic Student Standards Commiltee-Chaka Zaranyika
Spirit Committee-Chase Hoffberger, Rebecca Mason, Maria Fraire
Bookstore Committee-AI Hanson
Announcements
Caitlin Greeley announced that Saturday is the first and only home meet for cross country at Harkness beach
Jess Mellen announced that on Saturday there Throwback and Viv will be performing,
Peter Manganello announced that 12:30 tomorrow (9/10) in Evans Hall the State of the College
Owen Kloter announced that the Christian Intervarsity group is having picnic in front of the chapel on Saturday
@ Ipm
Ryan Harnedy announced that on September 19th the Microphones are playing in thel94l room and the No
Thank-you are opening
Krystle Guillory announced that tomOITOW(9/10) from 5-7pm is the welcome back picnic at Unity hous.
Patty Eames announced that "Books, Boats, and Brushes with Taste" will be in New London this weekend.
Good and Welfare
Adjournment
Wanna write for the cegs-iest mama on campus? Too bad, she's in Barcelona.
But you can write for Thomas & Liz! Call 2812 to [eln the College Voice News St~ff, regular super heroes of ;:our time!
-----~- - ----- ~
Wo~en's Tennis Beats Trinity
JIy YON. FREEMAN
-3
claimed that the team is motivated
and united for an even stronger
The Connecticut College showing this year than the surprising
women's tennis team picked up performance turned in by last year's
where they left off last season with a squad. \
convincing 6-3 win at Trinity last Danielle Coleman, a freshman
Tuesday. On this cool, overcast day, and new addition to the team this
they were able to bring out the team year, was also able to defeat her
spirit and show in their first game Trinity opponent, winning in three
that they meant business. The sets (5-7, 6-2, 6-0.) According to
Camels won four out of six singles Coleman, the team is close-knit and
matches to go along with two out of has good chemistry, and hopes to
three doubles matches. build on their encouraging start. She
Sophomore Britt Fallon was able remarked on the coach, Paul Huch,
to sweep her opposition in her sin- that he was a "nice guy and knew
gles event (6~2, 6-2.) On the win she how to motivate you." Huch is
said, "We were all focused when we beginning his third season as the
went to Trinity because we knew head women and men's tennis coach
how important the first match was, at Connecticut College.
and we wanted to prove that we Laura Dernoreuille 'OS remarked
could beat them again." On expecta- that this year the team has had" great
nons for the year ahead, she pro- new additions and that will help the
Field Hockey Devoured By Panthers
MANAGING EDITOR team get better. II Four freshmen stu-
dents have been added to the team
this year. She added,"[Coach Huch]
brought us up in the rankings from
the worst to the best. II
Demoreuille has high expecta-
tions for this year, especially for the
doubles side. As a senior, she says
she will miss being on the tennis
team when she leaves at the end of
the year.
With this solid opening win in
the bag, the Camels will head north
to Maine to face off with Bowdoin
Saturday morning. The first home
game of the season will be held on
Sunday the 19th against Bates. The
game is scheduled for noon and the
tennis team is looking forward to
seeing Camel fans out in force to
support their squad.
Aside from Huffman, Conn returns nearly every
scorer from last season. This dynamic set of forwards
should be fun to watch.as they mesh with the midfield
and attain their mid-season form,
On the docket for the Camels over the next week are
games against NESCAC rival Williams (Saturday the
18th) and Clark (Wednesday the 21st) both at home.
Come out to Silfen Field on either of these days to catch
what will surely be exciting, competitive matches. As
the weather gets colder, the field hockey will only heat
up.
Carter: I Am Not ARole Model
continued from page 10
strongly feel that this should not
necessarily be the case. No person,
whether s/he is an athlete, teacher,
doctor, office worker, etc. should act
in an indecent manner. Behaving
properly is simply a matter of ethics
that every human being, regardless
of their job title or status, should
abide by.
We jump on athletes for their
misbehaviors partly because we are
exposed to their lives are because of
the media. What about directing
some of those emotions toward
CEOs of companies who embezzle
funds at the expense of. their
employees? No one ever says that
they're supposed tcr act-above the
law. We just say that they, as indi-
viduals, have no morals, no under-
standing of appropriate behavior. We
judge them, I feel, for who they are,
not for what they are supposedly,
supposed to be. The same should be
done for athletes as well.
Again as I mentioned above, ath-
letes are simply people blessed with
astounding athletic ability. In terms
of physical activity, they are in the
top ..00001 percent of the world.
There are very few, if any, ordinary
people like them. Make no mistake,
an athlete's skill in a particular field
is a spectacle to behold. But we can't
forget that it is simply that, a talent
in one field. Other than that talent,
they are regular people, just like you
and me. They have emotions that
will sometimes get the better of
them but that happens to' everybody
now and then.
I am not excusing what Frank
Francisco did on Monday because,
Widdoes: A Fan's Dream Come True
continued from page 10
like football on Sundays. Basketball is considered the
most popular sport in this country, but that's only
because so many people play it. It is no fun to watch
most NBA basketball games because the pace is slow,
they don't play defense, and most teams playa two-man
game. I love baseball, but I can see how many people
struggle to stay excited throughout a 162-game season or
even a 9-inning game. Hockey ... well, hockey doesn't
really exist anymore as of Wednesday, which is unfortu-
nate.
In no other sport does every team, except for two,
play on one day, once every week, for seventeen weeks
straight. Each week we get to watch shows such as EA
Sports NFL Matchup and NFL Countdown leading up to
the games, and of course Sunday Primetime to recap all
the day's games. We don't have to listen to Stephen A.
Smith or Tom Tolbert or Rob Dibble, and instead we get
the unmatched team of Chris Berman and Tom Jackson.
In years past, football on Sunday wasn't enough reason
to wake up earlier than 1would naturally, but the antici-
•
pation leading up to this opening weekend made me not
want to miss one snap. After one weekend that surpassed
all expectations, I get to look forward to this weekend's
games.
Football is great because we get to enjoy it every
Sunday, but it also helps us to put things into perspec-
tive. When sports resumed after the attacks of September
11th, it was on Sunday that we took time to honor the
real heroes of this country. Three years later, it is foot-
ball again that provides an outlet for people whose lives
are affected by the hurricanes, both in America and
abroad. My thoughts go out to all those in Jamaica and
other countries that don't have the resources to recover
from such disasters. On a similar note, I need to give
ESPN the extraordinary amount of credit that it is due
for "Saluting the Troops" by doing Sports Center live
from Kuwait. Whether you believe that troops should be
there is your opinion, but they are there and risking their
lives for our protection, and the least that they deserve is
to hear Kenny Mayne do highlights of "tackle football"
games in their honor.
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Cross Country Teams Play Host To
Connecticut College Invitational
tions for the year ahead, she pro- new additions and that will help the
claimed that the team is motivated team get better." Four freshmen stu-
and united for an even stronger dents have been added to the team 0(
showing this year than the surprising this year. She added,"[Coach Hucbl
performance turned in by last year's brought us up in the rankings from'
squad. the worst to the best."
Danielle Coleman, a freshman Demoreuille has high expecta-v"
and new addition to the team this tions for this year, especially for th~<1u
year, was also able to defeat her doubles side. As a senior, she says'
Trinity opponent, winning in three she will miss being on the tennis
sets (5-7, 6-2, 6-0.) According to team when she leaves at the end of
Coleman, the team is close-knit and the year.
has good chemistry, and hopes to With this solid opening win irl)J.1
build on their encouraging start. She the bag, the Camels will head north ".
remarked on the coach, Paul Huch, to Maine to face off with Bowdoin
that he was a "nice guy and knew Saturday morning. The first home
how to. motivate you. l! Huch is game of the season will be held dn' ....
beginning his third season as the Sunday the 19th against Bates. TIle ,,.,.
head women and men's tennis coach game is scheduled for noon and the")c""
at Connecticut College. tennis team is looking forward to
Laura DemoreuiUe '05 remarked seeing Camel fans out in force to
that this year the team has had IIgreat support their squad. . I ~
I)J.-fJ
Camel Of The Week: Amanda Calkins
By GERALD WOIS
STAFF WRITER
The Connecticut College
women's tennis team picked up
where they left off last season with a
convincing 6-3 win at Trinity last
Thesday. On this cool, overcast day,
they were able to bring out the team
spirit and show in their first" game
that they meant business. The
Camels won four out of six singles
matches to go along with two out of
three doubles matches.
Sophomore Britt Fallon was able
to sweep her opposition in her sin-
gles event (6-2, 6-2.) On the win she
said, IIWewere all focused when we
went to Trinity because we knew
how important the first match was,
and we wanted to prove that we
could beat them again. "On expecta-
By ELIZABETII GREENMAN
Assoc1ArE NEWS EDITOR
Tuition: $40,000
Keeping up with seasonal J. Crewfashions: $2,000
Sport Utility Vehicle with a
Massachusetts liscence plate: $37,000
Bailing yourself out of New London County Jail
after getting arrested at Mug Night: $500
Writing for The College Voice: Priceless
Senior sailor and second year
captain Amanda Calkins hails from
Branford, CT, where she learned
how to sail at the age of eight. At her
high school, she founded the sailing
team, which qualified for nationals.
She currently sails for Conn in the
co-ed division as the crew of the
boat, which means that her job is to
without a doubt, it was a stupid thing handle the tactics of the boat, as
to do. However, I will look at the sit- opposed to the skipper, who drives.
uation from the perspective that an Amanda decided to come to
individual, and not some "super Conn because it IIoffered the most of
being," made a dumb decision. what she wanted," including a stellar
Because these athletes are always on sailing program, liberal arts educa-
television and we pay to go see them tion, strong psychology department, Amanda Calkins 'OJ, of Branford, CT, is one of the leaders on the sailing team. (Greenman)
play, we feel as if they should act and the C1SLA certificate program.
like saints. We are shocked when Calkins will receive her psychology experience. Additionally, Calkins Last weekend Calkins and her
they make mistakes or have prob- degree this spring. After she gradu- feels that "housefellow training has partner Charlie Modica placed first
lems that you or I might experience ates, she hopes to spend a year doing enhanced [her] experience as a cap- in the B boat division of the triangle
as well. In my mind, an athlete is research at a university before going tain" because of the extensive train- windward leeward course at the
simply someone who gets paid for to grad school to receive a PhD. in ing in people skills. Harry Anderson regatta at Yale. Only
his/her skill. No one should go out clinical psychology. Calkins credits coaches Jeff two boats from Connecticut College
and act like Dennis Rodman, but at In addition to her leadership on Bresnahan and Duffy Markham for compete in any regatta, and there are
the same time, it's his prerogative. the team, Calkins is also the "creating the great structure that approximately 18-24 boats per divi-
Charles Barkley once made a-com- Housefellow of Morrison. Having holds the team together. II Between sian, so Calkins and Modica per-
mercial in which he said, "I am not a such a busy schedule makes it !I a such coaching expertise and a fresh- formed particularly wen~
role model. IIYou know what, Mr. challenge to balance" academics, man class with "a lot of potential," Connecticut College sailing is the
Barkley? I couldn't agreewithyou I sports, leadership roles and a social Calkins is looking forward to the only Division I sports on campus, so
more. life, but she credits her "awesome season and hopes that team will they are up against some fierce com-
donn II and "welcoming [residential] IIperform really well at the end ofthe petition.
community II for making it a pleasant season. II • ...
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
: Do you like sports? :
• •• •· .'• •: Have you recently lost an' appendix? :· / .• •• •
: You would LOVE Nick Iyengar! :'
• •,• •· ~: Write Sports for Nick Iyengar. :
• •• •• •
: Call x2812 today. :
• •• •• ••••••••••• it ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
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I Am.Not A Conn Soccer Teams Fall To Mighty Middlebury
Role Model By !'ETER STERLING ing victory against Eastern
STAFF WRITER Connecticut State in which Knights
stopped a penalty kick to preserve
Both the men and women's soc- the win, the Camels faced a much
cer teams have been in action since tougher opponent in the Middlebury
early September, setting their sights College Panthers.
on an eventual berth into the "Coach always emphasizes three
NESCAC tourney. With the direc- major areas of ~Iay in his pre-game
tion of coach Ken Kline, now in his talks, that we outwork, outwit, and
20th season at the helm, the outplay our opponents," stated Mark
women's soccer team entered the Ohern '07.
season with an experienced leader, Both teams came out strong, and
in addition to the nine new fresh- although chances were given to both
men, and many experienced veter- sides, neither team could find the
ans. The team began the regular sea- back of the net. At halftime, the
son with a home match-up against score remained deadlocked in a
Middlebury College, who beat Conn scoreless tie. Early in the second
3-2 last year. As expected, both half, however, Middlebury convert-
teams played to a close game, but it ed on a goal from Vandy Shanholdt.
was Middlebury 'again who came Shanholdt's goal came from a clever
away with a last-minute victory, assisting pass from Simon Perkins.
breaking the hearts of the many Suddenly the Camels were down a
Camel fans. goal, although unlike the girls'
Middlebury jumped out to a 1-0 match, there was still time on lbe
lead in the 37th minute of the game, clock to even the score.
with Brittany Cronin slipping the "After they scored we knew we
ball past keeper Kate Simmons '06. still had plenty of time, and so we
The lead stood heading into half- weren't totally crushed," stated
time, but would not dim the spirits Ohern. "Jt was a lucky goal and we
of the Camels. Middlebury held felt we just had to put more effort in,
their slim lead until the 77th minute, in hopes that something would go
when Conn's hard work finally paid our way eventually, and unfortunate-
off. A Camel shot found its way in ly it didn't."
front of the goal before being Although Conn continued to
deflected by a Middlebury defender. Tom Shelby '08 (#21) tracks down the ball in the game against Middlebury, a game the Panthers managed to win by tbe score of 1-0. (Holt) play tough soccer, backed by the
Before it could be cleared, Maggie selves on a fast break, and seized the with a hard-fought road win. girls' team, the men had an excellent steady goaltending of Knights, they
Driscoll '06 directed the shot past opportunity. Dismayed fans watched Although the loss was disappoint- recruiting year, and spaces left by weren't able to find the back of the'
the keeper, and-the score was one as Middlebury's Erin Pittenger ing, players and coach remain graduated seniors were quickly net. Middlebury emerged with a 1-0
apiece. The Camels began applying served a ball across to the left side of undaunted, as almost an entire sea- filled with young talent. Co- win, bringing the Camels to an even
pressure on the Panther defense, the box, and Mayo Fujii one-timed a son lies ahead. Captains Devin Kanabay '05 and I-Ion the season, and 0-1 in
producing several corners. Then, perfect shot that flew into the back After the girls' game, many of Jon Knights 'OS are the lone seniors NESCAC play. Despite tough
just as the game see~eddestined for of the net, past the diving Simmons. the fans remained in place to watch starting on a predominantly young defeat, members of the team are
overtime, the Panthers found them- The Panthers escaped New London' the men's teams face-off. Like the roster. Coming off a tight 1-0 open- optimistic of games to come.
'='l'"'~~ Football: A Fan's
Dream Come True
Does anyone know what it means
to be a professional athlete? Anyone?
I sure don't. What I do know is what
society tells me, and that is that an
athlete is supposed to be a role
model, a respected member in his or
her community, a representative of
good ideals and behavior. After all,
Why would comparties associate their
products with them if there was a
chance their profits would take a hit?
Tell you what. I'm gonna let you all
in on a little
secret. Ready?
A professional
alblete is just a
person with
extraordinary
skill, whether
developed
from genes or
training, or a
combination
of both. Nothing more, nothing less,
that's all they are.
As Chris Rock said when former
President Clinton was facing heat for
his affair with Monica Lewinsky, lilt
ain't Reverend Clinton, or Pastor
Clinton! He's just a man! II Would we
like these athletes to be role models
to, our younger people? Yes, we
would. Do we expect these athletes
to be of the utmost integrity? Again,
yes we do. The truth is though, they
don't have to be if they don't want to.
An athlete is a person just like any-
body else. They have urges, act on
impulses, and make mistakes. Yet,
because they are in the spotlight 2417
they must be perfect citizens, or else.
On Monday, a young pitcher for
the Texas Rangers hurled a chair into
the stands in response to some fans
who hact been taunting him all night.
The tirade resulted in injuries to a
woman in the crowd and a felony
charge of aggravated assault for the
pitcher, Frank Francisco. I'm not
saying that he had a right to retaliate
against the fans and 1'In not saying
the fans were in the right to continue
to egg him on either. During the
course of a baseball game, especially
if there is postseason play on the
line, emotions may tend to get the
better of fans (or is it the numerous
beers they've consumed?). The point
is, as a player, you have to be ready
for taunting. Jt's a part of the game,
and a good one at that.
I'll admit no one like's to get
called bad names, but there's no
greater feeling that making a big play
that just shuts those fans up once and
for all.
As for the woman who got hurt
(her husband was actually doing all
the jabbering) consider this a rare
instance in which a player actually
was able to retaliate. I'm not saying
she got what she had coming, but
99.9 times out of a hundred a fan is
able to say the harsbest of things to
an athlete without fear of any retribu-
tion. We feel confident that an athlete It's hard to imagine a tougher opening day opponent for the
won't attack us because he (or she): Conn field hockey team than the Middlebury Panthers. On
A) can't reach us sitting up in those Saturday the II th, the two NESCAC powers did battle on pris-
bleacher seats, B) doesn't want to tine Silfen Field. Though the Camels put up a valiant fight, they
risk injury by going into potentially eventually bowed 5-0, under the relentless pressure of a
hostile stands, C) doesn't want to Middlebury team which was ranked #1 in the nation at times
lose their job. Who should take most last year, and returned many of its stars this fall. Conn returned
of the blame in all of this? It's tough many of its players as well; Sage Shanley '07 and Katie
to say, but I'm going to lean towards Williams '07 played outstanding hockey at forward.
Frank Francisco the person, not. It was obvious, however, that the home team was missing
Frank Francisco the professional ath- many of its graduated stars. The squad defensive unit, led by <;0-
lete. captains Corey McAuliffe 'OS, Amy Phelan 'OS and Stephanie
One of the first things the woman Cole 'OS, had trouble clearing the ball all morning, allowing
expressed at her press conference Middlebury to control the tempo of the game. Though their
was the shock how a professional team play was joyous to watch last season, they were simply
athlete could act in such a way. The overmatched on Saturday by the Middlebury offensive jugger-
sentiments of her statement suggest- naut. Clearing was a problem; for much of the game Conn only
ed that this athlete was supposed to . cleared by way of long runs up the sideline by Williams or
behave above everyone else, act in a Shanley.
way almost holier than thou. I The strongest aspect of Conn's game was certainly its mid-
field play, where it was able to match up evenly with
, continued on page 9 Middlebury. Williams' speed, Shanley's tough play and the ball
I I
PAUL CARTER
Viewpoint
The Camels, woo fe1l9-0 to MiddleOOrylast year, did a little better tbis season, but still fell to the Panthers 5-0 on Silfen Field last Saturday. (VoiceArcbive)
Field Hockey Devoured By Panthers, 5-0
By STEVE STRAUSS movement of Liz Lingo '07 allowed some control over the mid-
dle of the field. I~was obvious, bowever, that Conn's attack des-
perately missed the prowess of Emily Huffman '04, who scored
ten goals last season; second on the team was Shanley with
three. At the other end of the field, goalie Ashley Kenerson '06
played a spectacular game. Countless point-blank Middlebury
shots were kick-saved by Kenerson, who dominated between
the posts. If not for the overwhelming number of shots, the con-
test would have been very close.
The implications of this contest for the rest of the season are
tough to read. Middlebury's track record is spectacular; year in
and year out they field one of the top teams in the country. Conn
staged a winning campaign last fall, highlighted by young tal-
ent. Though this should have boded well for the future, it may
be that Conn will flounder this year without a senior leader and
prolific star such as Huffman. Playing Middlebury in the season-,
opener was unfortunate, as it does not give fans any way to
gauge the rest of the season; last year the team was very suc-
cessful, even defeating nationally ranked Springfield in an emo-
tional 1-0 victory.
As Williams noted after Saturday's contest, "We're defmite-
ly not holding our heads low after this morning Iast year
Middlebury was one of the best teams in the country they beat
I love football. That has-
n't always been the case, but
it sure is now. Basketball is
my favorite sport, and base-
ball is a close second, but as a
fan nothing compares to NFL
football. If you watched
games on Sunday, you under-
stand what the
excitement is all
about. The buildup
to any sports sea-
son usually comes
standard with its
share of hype, and
this year in foot-
ball was no differ-
ent. Big-time play- Viewpoint
ers changed teams,
and Ricky Williams just
decided to go to India instead
of playing. With regards to
Williams, I would have to
quote my mother and say,
II free to be you and me. II
The Broncos decided that
they could produce another
starrunning back with their
offensive line, so they traded
Clinton Portis to Washington
for Champ Bailey. After
watching Portis scamper for a
64-yard touchdown, I thought
that the Redskins had clearly
gotten the best of the deal.
That, of course, was until I
watched the Sunday night
game between the Broncos
and the Chiefs. Portis'
replacement, Quentin Griffin,
ran for 156 yards and 3 TD's,
leading my brother to a week-
one fantasy win. Bailey com-
pletely locked up whomever
he was guarding.
While it looks like both
teams benefited from this
trade, two other teams were
involved in an offseason
transaction that made one a
Super Bowl favorite and left
the other wondering what
went wrong. Of course I'm
talking about the Baltimore
Ravens, who couldn't man-
age to keep Terrell Owens
and let him go to
the Eagles. All he
did in his first
game was score
three touchdowns,
while Baltimore
could only muster
three points as a
CHARLIE WIDDOES team. Things
aren't going to get
. any easier now for
the Ravens, as they have to
face the Steelers this week,
who are coming off a game
with the Raiders that was
hardly as close as the score
indicated. The game featured
one of the more unusual start-
ing lines that I have ever
seen; Jerome Bettis had 1
yard on 5 carries and 3 touch-
downs.
As much as it pains me to
do so, J can't talk about open-
ing weekend without men-
tioning tbat the defending
champions didn't lose, again,
somehow, after being out-
played most of the game
against Indianapolis. These
are just some of the high-
lights of the first round of
play. The best thing about
football is that it is more reli-
able than any other profes-
sional sport in this country.
Soccer has a firm grip on the
allegiance of sports fans
througbout the world, but
nothing captivates Americans
continued on page 9
STAnWRIms
continued on page 9
CarnelScoreboard
Men's Soccer:
-9/11, vs. Middlebury, 0-1
-9/16, vs. Rhode Island College, 4:30,
,-9/18, vs. Williams, 2:00
Women's Tennis:
-9/14, @ Trinity, 6-3
-9/18, @Bowdoin, 10:00
-9/19, vs. Bates, 12:00
Women's Soccer:
-9/11, vs. Middlebury, 1-2
-9/16, vs. WNEC, 4:00
18, vs. Williams 12:00.
Volleyball:
-9/11, Camel Invitational, 3-1 VS. Salve Regina, 3-0 vs. Regis,
3-0 vs. St. Joseph's
-9/14, @ Roger Williams, 2-3
-9/17, @ Tufts, 8:00 pm
Field Hockey:
-9/11, vs. Middlebury, 0-5
-9/16, @ Springfield, 4:00
-9/18, vs, Williams, 11:00
Mens's Tennis:
-9/17-19, ECAC's @ Vassar
-10/7, vs. Trinity, 3:00
-10/9-10, Bates College Invitational
•
